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Griffin Holds Intro Session
For Football Camp

OPEN HOUSES
See Page 4C For Details.

INSIDE: Brewers continue Cardinals' woes with 43 win
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KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times

Gov. Ernie Fletcher addresses a group of area Republicans on Friday evening at Kenlake State Resort Park's
amphitheater. Fletcher spoke to the group despite his
decision not to attend the Fancy Farm Picnic today.
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Fletcher: Lawsuit
confirms decision
about nominations
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
AURORA, Ky. — For Gov.
Ernie Fletcher, the lawsuit three
Murray State regent nominees
filed against him confirms he
made the right decision in
refusing to appoint them to
the university board.
Kenneth "Pete" Galloway of
Sedalia, Sharon Green of Mayfield and Kenneth Shadowen
of Benton sued the governor
earlier this week, asking a
Franklin Circuit Court judge
to order Fletcher to appoint
one of them to MSU's Board
of Regents. If the governor
doesn't, the postsecondary nominating committee — which
initially forwarded the three
names to the governor in early
July — should have to, the
lawsuit says.
"I don't know those individuals, but the fact they filed
a lawsuit solidifies that I made
the right decision," Fletcher said
while making comments on a
variety of subjects to statewide
media during a Republican
gathering Friday night at Kenlake State Resort Park.
With Kentucky Lake as his
backdrop, Fletcher spoke to
about 100 area Republicans during the GOP's pre-Fancy Farm
Picnic party. Traditionally,
Democrats have gathered on
the picnic's eve at Kentucky
Dam Village.
Fletcher planned to speak
at the Republican breakfast this
morning in Graves County
before going to the National
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Governors Association summer
meeting in South Carolina. He's.
skipping the Fancy Farm Picnic that draws thousands of
people.
The political speaking is slated to start at 2 p.m. on the
grounds of St. Jerrnone Catholic
Church in Fancy Farm.
Despite recent headlines
about clashes between Murray
State and the governor and his
administration, Fletcher said he
and his Executive Cabinet Secretary Robbie Rudolph, a Murray businessman who is running as the lieutenant governor candidate in 2007, received
an "outstanding reception."
"You're going to have controversy and we've certainly
had our share at Murray State,"
Fletcher said in an interview
with the Ledger & Times.
The three regent nominees
who filed the lawsuit are among
six the nominating committee
has passed along to the governor for appointment to the
position former chairman Don
Sparks vacated June 30. The
other three — George Long
of Benton, Jerry Shroat of Fort
Mitchell and Bobby Waller of
Lexington — were nominated
as a second list of choices
July 19. Two days later Fletcher asked for a third set of
nominees.
"We want someone there
who will bring a good balance to the board and Murray's interest at heart," Fletcher said, adding that he con-
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Migrant farm workers swiftly cut acres of burley tobacco located on Steve Ferguson's Puryear, Tenn., farm
Thursday afternoon. Like many other tobacco growers across Kentucky and Tennessee, Ferguson has recently cut back his burley production in favor of growing more dark-fired.

Light emerging on dark-fired
But current producers of the tobacco aren't worried
g in on their business
about more burley fanners cuttin
smokeless tobac- 31,000 acres from the 2004 crop, accord-

production of snuff or
By TOM BERRY
co. The market for burley continues to
Staff Writer
ALMO, Ky. — Calloway County shrink as health warnings and anti-smokfarmer Joe Dan Taylor and his family ing laws persuade more people to quit
have grown and cured dark-fired tobac- smoking.
Americans have been smoking fewer
co for generations.
He's not too worried about the com- cigarettes over the past two decades.
petition he may face in the future from Last year, smoking was down 3 pera growing number of farmers in Ken- cent over 2004, and tobacco leaf protucky and elsewhere who have given duction was 27 percent lower, the USDA
up — or are considering giving up — reported. But some of those former
burley production and getting into the smokers have "gone smokeless," and sales
dark-fired market in an effort to boost of moist snuff products have been growing 4 percent to 5 percent annually for
earnings.
the past five years. Dark-fired tobacco
be
to
going
are
that
"The farmers
our competition are going to have to production has increased over that same
prove they can do it," Taylor said. period.
Last year, fanners produced an esti"What I have learned in my 32 years
I learned from my father and he learned mated 37 million pounds of dark-fired
from his father. It's something that you tobacco, a 3 percent increase over the
learn from year to year and one gen- previous season, according to USDA
officials. Most dark-fired tobacco is
eration passes it to another.
"For a new fanner to say that he's grown in western Kentucky. northwest
porgoing to grow dark-fired ... It's risky." and middle Tennessee and a small
Burley is the type of tobacco used tion of southern Virginia.
In 2005, Kentucky farmers set an
in the production of cigarettes while
75,000 acres of burley; down
estimated
the
in
used
type
dark-fired is the major
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Jackson's experience plays well in new post
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Bob Jackson's new job at
Murray State combines his old
jobs.
A former state senator, Jackson started last week as the
associate vice president of instiadvancement. He
tutional
replaces Mark Hutchins, who
left the MSU position in mid;
July to be Tennessee Tech's
vice president for university
advancement.
This MSU role also incorporates a new governmental
relations component to the position. "This is a tremendous
opportunity to help advance
the university in these areas,"

Jackson said.
Jackson is the chief development officer for the university, overseeing all the fundraising initiatives. He had
already been on board with
the gift planning portion of
fund-raising, an area in which
MSU Vice President for Institutional Advancement Jim
Carter said great strides were
made under Jackson's leadership that developed a system
to include a newsletter and
Web site.
"If you're a student of what's
going on out there and where
the money is, everyone who
is trying to raise money is trying to pay more attention to
talking to people about their

Hot
Saviiiqs -

REGISTRATION
Monday, Aug.
4 p.m. - 7 p.

ing to the Kentucky Agri-News June
Acreage Report. The report attributed
the decrease to growers deciding to
decrease their acreage or not raise burley following the tobacco buyout of
2004.
According to the USDA's Agricultural Statistical Service, burley production in Kentucky is expected to hit a
low of 142 million pounds in 2006;
down 31, percent from last year. Meanwhile froduction in Tennessee is also
expect d to drop 30 percent to 32 million pounds.
However, dark-fired growth is expected to continue to expand in both Kentucky and Tennessee. Acreage set to
dark-fired in 2005 in Kentucky was
estimated at 6,400 acres; an increase
of 1,100 acres — or about 20 percent
— more than the 2004 crop.
In 2003, Calloway was joined by
Graves, Christian, Trigg and Todd counties as the top five dark-fired produc-
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future," Carter said. "... There der lobiy for
state
are various numbers out there more
about the transfej of wealth, funding.
Alexander
but it's in the oillons."
The added governmental leaves the unithis
relations focus comes on the versity
heels of a state legislative ses- month as a secinterim,
sion in which MSU officials ond
made many trips to Frankfort Dr. "Urn Millet,'
to lobby for the third phase fills in at the
of the science complex, which university's
Jackson
was eventually included in the helm until Dr.
budget, and general operating Randy Dunn officially takes
funding. Some university sup- office after the first semester.
Dunn is coming to Murray
porters have expressed concerns that MSU's relationship from his political-appointed
with federal legislators had position as Illinois' superintendent of education.
declined in recent years.
With two decades of corJackson was among the Murray contingent that helped inter
im President Dr. Kern Alexan- II See Page 2A
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•Fletcher ...
From Front

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
TOWN & GOWN BREAKFAST RECEPTION: Murray State University's Town & Gown
organization held a breakfast reception Friday for Dr. Randy Dunn, MSU's new president.
The organization is a partnership between the university, the city and regional businesses to link those representatives to the campus and its activities. University and business
representatives have the opportunity to work together for improvements to commonlyagreed upon programs. Today's breakfast provided members of the community an occasion to meet with Dunn. Pictured, from left, are Mike Young of McNutt Insurance; Dunn;
Matt Mattingly from the City of Murray; Jim Carter, MSU vice president for institutional
advancement; and Chuck Jones of Integrated Computer Solutions.

Jackson ..
can attain better results by having a more organized approach."
pirate and government experi- Carter said.
Jackson said his skills lend
ence, Carter said Jackson will
implement a more strategic themselves to working with
approach to bring more feder- anyone and everyone for the
al dollars to the university. best interest of Murray State.
"This is an exciting time
This initiative will be an organized focus that would present for the university. Dr. Tim
specific campus projects at the Miller is coming in as an interim, and he'll do a good job.
federal level.
"Bob spent a considerable But we have a new -president
Amount of time in January coming in. Dr. Dunn is an
through March in Frankfort with exciting leader. There are a lot
Dr. Alexander as we were. try,/ of positive things going on
ing to advance the science build-2 with the executive changes at
ing. That made us aware that our university. I look forward
kind of support was neces- to reaching out regionally."
sary," Carter said. "Once Dr. Jackson said.
"My -contacts in Frankfort
Dunn arrives, to have Bob
there to assist will be helpful. and with our congressional del"But the newest part is the egation are very good. I look
federal initiative. We think we forward to working with Rep-

resentative Ed Whitfield and
Senator Mitch McConnell. Sen.
Ken Winters is a good advocate for the university. Rep.
Melvin Henley is another good
advocate for Murray State."
Carter said Jackson's hiring
is among the personnel moves
at the university that will work
toward advancing the campus.
Dr. Jim McCoy, who was a
distinguished professor in economics and finance, will now
be associate provost. His position will have more direct
involvement with international programs.
Moving to the College of
Business is former associate
provost and presidential finalists Dr. Tim Todd, who is the
new dean there.

new growers to break into the
market.
"They will stay with those
farmers that are producing the
product that they want, and if
they are wanting any more
tobacco I feel that the companies will come to their regular growers before they search
in another area," he said. "Fur-

them-fore:if-a farmer is wanting to grow dark-fired, he is
going to have to make a big
investment in barns and equipment to grow it. It's not aircured. You can't just hang it
underneath a tree.
"The most critical part of
the process is the firing of it
and if they don't have the

From Front

From Front
ing counties in the state, according to the Kentucky Agricultural Statistics Service.
However. Taylor noted that
companies that purchase darkfired will most likely want to
stick with experienced producers and it may he hard for

gratulated the six for being nominated. "... I was elected to
make sure I made the best
appyIntments and I didn't know
these people."
MSU interim President Dr.
Kern Alexander has said Fletcher wants to appoint someone
who will help settle a breach
of contract lawsuit former athletic director E.W. Dennison
— Rudolph's friend — filed
against the university about 18
months ago. In defending the
delay in the regent appointment, Fletcher went back to a
line he's used before in describing the tenure of Alexander
and his son, Dr. King Alexander, whose presidencies combine to date back to 1994: 'T
don't think it's good for any
state institution to be family
owned and operated."
"I don't know Kern personally, but we will continue
to do what is right despite
those outbursts," Fletcher said
of recent clashes with MSU's
president.
Fletcher remained steadfast
in his allegiance to Rudolph.
"Anyone who says he's trying to hurt Murray State doesn't know his heart," he said.
Fletcher addressed controversies — whether that meant
the delayed regent appointment
at MSU or the ongoing investigation into his administration's hiring practices — when
he spoke to the crowd.
"We are in a watershed time,"
Fletcher said about choosing

KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times
Gov. Ernie Fletcher listens to state Sen. Ken Winters, RMurray, during a GOP gathering at kentalte State Resort
Park on Friday night.
to go forward or backward.
"... This battle has come maybe
because it has to be fought."
Earlier in the evening. Secretary of State Trey Grayson
addressed the area Republicans
as they were gathering for free
food and music at the amphitheater.
Grayson called the event an
attempt to start a GOP tradition as people travel to western Kentucky for the Fancy
Farm Picnic, where 'partisan
crowds ban together and pick
freely on the other side.
In addition to Grayson, the
other top Republican expected
to speak at the picnic that traditionally kicks off campaign
season is Congressmen Ed
Whitfield, who has a Democ-

ratic opponent in Tom Barlow,
a former one-term congressman.
"The Democrats are excited — and they'll be excited
at Fancy Farm tomorrow —
because they believe the Republican Party is down in the dumps
and we're all depressed," Whitfield told the crowd. "I am
not depressed."
GOP activist Larry Forgy,
a former gubernatorial candidate, threw his support to
Fletcher as he introduced the
governor to the friendly crowd.
"This is a man worthy of
the trust of the people of Kentucky," Forgy said. "... I will
continue to stand with this man
as we go forward through this.
We will prevail."

Stumbo investigates gas price spike
The office's investigation into
gas price gouging began after
Hurricane's Katrina and Rita in
August, 2005. At that time, Attorney General Stumbo called upon
Governor Fletcher to declare a
State of Emergency to put the
price gouging law, KRS 367.374,
into effect.
Under Kentucky's Price Gouging law, passed in 2004, no supplier of essential consumer products, including gas, can sell it
for a price grossly in excess of
that charged prior to the declaration.
Consumers who suspect price
gouging can e-mail their complaints
to
gaspricecomplaints@ag.ky.gov.

Special to the Ledger
Kentucky Attorney General
Greg Stumbo announced Friday
that his Office of Consumer Protection has issued a new investigative subpoena to Speedway
in response to Thursday's gas
price spike.
"Yesterday's retail gas prices
shot up while wholesale prices
fell," Stumbo said. -Today we
have sent subpoenas for Speedway stores across Kentucky
requiring explanation of this price
spike. Speedway is a tiendsetter in gas pricing across the
commonwealth.Speedway's gas prices today
are ranging from $2.99 to $3.19
per gallon in Kentucky.

The Attorney General's Office
of Consumer Protection is also
continuing its examination of
wholesale pricing by major petroleum refmers.
"The root problem of excessive gas pricing is not limited
to the retail market," Stumbo said.
"Price gouging by refiners must
be addressed head on."
On Tuesday, Attorney General Stumbo announced his Office
reached a statewide settlement
with 11 petroleum marketers for
$47,500 following an extensive
investigation into allegations of
gas price gouging. Furthermore,
Stumbo announced that a lawsuit has been filed against Mar
Rob, Inc. in _Scottsville.

experience it's going to be real
hard. That's why I'm not real
worried about competition."
Steve Ferguson, who grows
both burley and dark-fired on
his land near Puryear, Tenn.,
agreed with Taylor. However
he also has cut back on growing burley to grow more darkfired. The move, he said, has

"So I think that has been
paid off.
"I now grow about 18,000 attractive for producers and
pounds of burley. I used to some are making a slow
grow about 30,000, but I cut migration toward dark," he
back," he said Thursday after- said.
Todd Powell, UK extennoon just before picking up
some farm hands to cut part sion agent for agriculture in
of his burley crop. "This year Calloway County, said most
I have about 40 acres of dark- Calloway
have
growers
fired."
always grown dark-fired and
Ferguson, who sells most of may begin to grow more.
his dark-fired crop to U.S.
"Since the buyout, some
Smokeless Tobacco in Hop- have chosen to grow more kinsville, Ky., and the remain- dark than they have been
der to Phillip Morris, said because they were able to:
new dark-fired growers would get more contracts for their
have expenses not heard of tobacco," Powell said. Howamong burley growers par- ever as more farmers switch
ticularly if they were new to over to growing dark-fired,
the business.
that creates more competition
"I'd say it would cost about
for those already in the busione-third as much to grow
ness.
burley as it would to grow
But he apparently agrees
dark-fired," he said. "I can
with Taylor that newcomers
usually sell the burley for
difficulty getaround $1.65 or so a pound, may have more
mardark-fired
the
into
ting
but I can get about $2.10 for
my dark. So I average about ket.
"Somebody that just want$1.85 or $1.90 a pound. It's
ed to go out and grow burbeen good for me."
Dr. Jay Morgan, assistant ley or dark-fired, either one,
professor of agriculture at they are going to have a hard
Murray State University, said time getting a contract because
maintained prices for dark of not having a history of
tobacco is an attractive trait growing it," Powell said. "I'm
for growers compared to cuts not saying they couldn't, but
it would be hard."
burley growers have seen.
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Police identify
Warren deputy
taken hostage

SheriffPolicelegs
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• In June, deputies served 223 papers; opened056 cases, including 14 drug-related matters; responded to 36 collisions, including
nine with injuries; made 76 arrests; and received 888 calls for
service and 118 calls for animal control. In July, deputies served
193 papers; opened 73 cases, including 14 drug-related matters;
responded to 27 collisions, including 12 with injuries: made 78
arrests; and received 795 calls for service and 94 calls for animal
control.
• A neighbor saw another neighbor steal gas out of a can at an
Autumn Drive residence, according to a 5 p.m. report. A case for
theft by unlawful taking less than $300 was opened.
Murray Police Department
• Michael Stover, 25, of New Concord, was arrested for theft by
unlawful taking more than $300 after a subject was siphoning
gas from cars at the Medical Arts Building parking lot at 3:21 p.m.
Thursday.
• Someone came into the station to report a burglary at 4:25 p.m.
Thursday.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from venous agencies.
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Staff Report
MAYFIELD, Ky. — A 28year-old Murray man was
arrested Wednesday for robbing a woman in Mayfield last
week.
Marcellous Demonte Foster,
who lives on North Cherry
Street in Murray, was charged
with second-degree robbery,
according to his arrest citation
from the Mayfield Police
Department.
Kathy Trejo reported last

Saturday that she was robbed
on South 17th Street in Mayfield, according to police officer Bryan Morrison. She said
$100 was taken from her after
a short struggle with an
unknown black man, who took
off with her money.
Morrison said Trejo picked
Foster out of photo and person lineups at the police station on Wednesday. Foster was
charged with robbery the same
day.
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Murray company workers identified
in scaffold collapse that killed one
UNION CITY, Tenn. (AP) — Police have identified the viurns of a scaffold collapse that killed a Kentucky man and
injured three others.
Victor Oneill of Wingo, Ky., died after he and three other
workers fell when the scaffold they were on collapsed Thursday.
John Johnson of Union City and Raul Caseres of Jackson
were also injured and airlifted to Memphis Regional Hospital.
Both were in the intensive care unit.
Reinaldo Ramo of Jackson was taken to Jackson-Madison
County General, where his condition was not available.
All four were employees of Drywall System Plus in Murray.
Police Chief Joe Gamer said the four men were working
on a new building at Second Baptist Church and fell about 24
feet.

Louisville woman arrested
after leaving child in hot car
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Police arrested a woman after
she allegedly left her child in a hot car while she went shopping.
Celica Higgins, 24, was charged with endangering the welfare of a minor.
Louisville Metro Police found the child in a car outside a
Value City store about 8 p.m. EDT Wednesday after a passer-by heard her screaming and called police, according to the
police report.
When police arrived, they found the child drenched in sweat,
the report said. They had her mother paged inside the store.
then arrested her.

BOY,LING GREEN. Ky.
(AP) — A sheriff's deputy
taken hostage by a fugitive
in south-central Kentucky this
week suffered only minor
injuries in the incident, state
police said.
Warren County Sheriff's
deputy Tony Chism suffered
a shoulder and rib injury
along with several scrapes
and bruises, state police said
Friday.
-Chism was taken hostage
after he and three other officers tried to serve an arrest
warrant to Matthew Griffin,
..__27. on a charge of flagrant .
-nousurnxirr, state- police said:
Griffin exchanged gunfire
with officers before negotiating Chism's release;
During the exchange of
Bowling
Green
gunfire,
Robert
Police
Officer
Hansen's pant leg was hit
by a bullet, but it struck his
ankle weapon. Warren Sheriff's deputy Maxey Jones was
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
slightly injured during a fall
SIDEWALK SALE: Various businesses are participating in this weekend's Citywide
in the incident. Another Bowl- Sidewalk Sale. Above, Emily Nesbitt, left, and Trish Wiggins Nesbitt examine items Friday
ing Green officer was not
afternoon at Pier I Imports on Chestnut Street. The women had just arrived in Murray from
hurt.
State police said the offiFranklin, Tenn. They said they were in town to visit family.
cers arrived at a Bowling
Green home late Wednesday
to serve a Barren County
Staff Report
ATLANTA(AP)— Delta Air plan and pay pilots a reduced warrant on Griffin. Chism
encountered Griffin on the
The boil water notice
Lines Inc. filed a formal request benefit based on when they
roof, and Griffin took the
issued by the Dexter-Almo
with bankruptcy court late Fri- retire and other factors.
deputy's gun in a struggle
District
Water
Heights
The 6,000 pilots, as part of
day to terminate its pilots' penand used it to hold him
Wednesday has been lifted.
sion plan. as President Bush a $280 million concessions
hostage, state police said.
Those areas included
prepared to sign a bill aimed agreement with the company
Chism was set free around
Shamrock Lane, Jamie Lane,
in part at helping the strug- first reached in April, have 2 a.m., and Griffin turned
Charley Miller Road. Sungling carrier save its other agreed not to oppose the pen- himself in about an hour
dance Lane, Joseph Drive,
sion termination request, though later, state police said.
pensions.
employees'
Marlar Lane,Pondview Lane,
If the court in New York other groups may oppose it.
Justin Drive and Hopkins
Griffin was being held in
approves Delta's request to nix Atlanta-based Delta notified the the Warren County jail withRoad.
If you have any quesits pilots pension effective Sept. Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp. out bond on charges of kidtions, call 753-9101 or 7532. the government's pension in June of its intent to seek napping and attempted mur5792 or 1591 after hours.
insurer would take over the termination of the plan.
der.

Water notice lifted

Delta tries to terminate pilots' pensions

Look! It's a free
country.
Now NO ROAMING CHARGES
nationwide, with Sprint!

SPRINT FAIR Id FLEXIBLE PLAN
FOR FAMILIES
You control your plan, it doesn't control you.
> Get two lines and share your minutes.
> Add up to three additional lines for just
59.99 per line per month.

Northern Ky. University rents space
at hotel for incoming freshmen
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky. students on its waiting list for
(AP) — Northern Kentucky housing.
NKU will spend about
University had to rent space
at a hotel because so many $12,000 to rent the rooms.
students want to live on cam- Brown said. Some of that money
pus this fall; a school official will be recouped through the
students' housing fees.
said.
Twenty freshmen have been
assigned to 10 rooms at the
Country Inn & Suites in Wilder
The name of Stacy Murdock
when the school year begins
was incorrect in a photo cutline
on Aug. 18. A shuttle will take in Friday's newspaper. Her
them to and from campus.
name was correct in an accomThe arrangement should last panying story.
no more than two weeks, said
The Murray Ledger & limes
Matthew Brown, director of unistrives to ensure accurate and
versity housing. After that, the fair reporting: however misstudents will move into the takes occasionally occur. It is
dorms, taking spaces created the Ledger's policy to correct
by dropouts and no-shows. Such errors. To report a news mistake
or error, please call 753-1916.
attrition takes place every fall,
Brown said.
The demand "is a pretty
good problem to have," he
NOTICE
said.
II The Dexter Almo Water
about
of
enrollment
NKU's
District will hold the regular
14,800 continues to rise despite
monthly meeting Monday at 7
a tightening of admissions stanp.m. at the water office locatdards. This year, the school ed at 351 Almo Rd in Almo.
III To report a Town Crier
will have 1,445 students living on campus. It also has 74 item, call 753-1916.

> Unlimited Mobile to Mobile and
Nights and Weekends.
> Family Plans start at only 559.99/tr
'Other monthly charges apply. See below
for details Requires a two-year subscnber
agreement on each phone
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LIMITED TIME ONLY

Buy one

CAMERA
PHONE
for ugly s29"I
and get one FREE!
4399.98 value
for only '29.99
Save'300 instantly on
Iwo phones
69 99 mail-in rebate
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• Voice dialing and
speakerphone
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silver and pin!
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Two extra hours of unlimited night calling
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Congrats to
Billington on
Citizen honor
In the past six years of
covering the annual MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce Dinner, without a
doubt the most anticipated
event is
learning the
name of
the Citizen
of the Year.
It is a
very prestigious title
that has
been —
and is —
County
carried by
Lines & City the pride
of this
Limits
By Eric Walker community.
The
Ledger & Times
affair is
Editor
treated with
just about as much cloakand-dagger as a master spy
novel (or just another day at
the White House) with
hushed conversations and
audience eye-balling as the
introduction is given by the
previous year's winner to see
if they can catch onto who
it is before the actual winner
does.
The only thing that may
rival it in secrecy is the
IAAP Executive and Administrative Professional of the
Year!
Nevertheless, I have witnessed in my time here the
honoring of Donna Herndon,
Greg McNutt. Dr. Jay Morgan, Mark Manning, Alice
Rouse, and now Peggy
Billington.
Each Citizen of the Year.
dating back to 1958, has
certainly earned that title
with their devotion and dedication to Murray and Calloway County and its people.
That was again evident
Thursday night.
From the Ledger & Times
and myself, congratulations
to Peggy. As her fellow Citizens, she is another example
of one who cares about our
community and puts others
above self.

Kudos to all three speakers — MSU President Dr.
Randy Dunn, football coach
Matt Griffin and men's basketball coach Billy Kennedy.
I didn't get to hear much
of Kennedy's speech since I
was wng to figure out a
way to get a photograph of
his videotaped message from
the ballroom screen. But I
was impressed with his wife,
Mary's, words and story of
their first Ttvinksgiving.
Sounds like here's a
coach with his priorities in
the right order. You don't
hear too much like that in
sports nowadays.
Meanwhile, Griffin got the
crowd fired up for the
upcoming season with a
"Go" and "Racers" yelling
competition between the
audience.
For the record. I was on
the "Racers" side. We clearly
won and I want my free
ticket, Jimmy.

Congratulations to the
Chamber staff for putting
together another fine evening.
And having nearly 400 people there was amazing. Great
job!
My wife, who is more
observant than I. commented
afterwards how nice it was
to live in a place where
people routinely referied to
the programs placed at each
seat as "bulletins."
Certainly a sign of good,
Christian up-bringings.

Admittedly after that
impromptu pep rally, Dr.
Dunn had a tough act to
follow. But he made a good
impression with his thoughts
on the future of' Murray State
University.
I thought he made an
interesting point about online
college degrees and the competition they could pose to
some universities. You see
these commercials all the
time, but do you take them
seriously?
Apparently, folks out there
do.
Raise your hand if you'll
be looking for savings today
during the annual Sidewalk
Sale.
Raise your hand if you're
glad school wiH be starting
soon.
Raise your hand if you
wish summer lasted a little
bit longer.
Raise your hand if you're
tired of hearing about Mel Gibson.
Raise your hand if you're
tired of hearing about doping
scandals in sports.
Raise your hand if you're
ready for some football.
Raise your hand if your
ready for me to finish this
column.
Class dismissed.
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Them -Thar Mountains
Ain't What They Seem
"Life in the Iron Mills" was one of the
outside the mountains, loosely connectAn e-mail from an old Tennessee
of
first works of realistic fiction in Amerieffects
the
by
another
one
with
ed
friend recently told me that it is now
the
ca;
"politically incorrect" to call hill-country their minds and their origins in
--union organizer and ballad comsoutherners "hillbillies or rednecks". The mountains, Biggers re-introduces us to
poser Ella May Wiggins;
neglected Better Voices of the hills.
preferred label is "Appalachian-Ameri--coalminer George Echols;
Among these are:
cans."
--Sequoyah, inventor of the Chero--African-American educator Booker
One person who
kee alphabet through which Cherokees
T. Washington;
likely would take that
became more literate than about any
--African-American historian Carter
announcement seriousother frontier community, and despite
ly is Jeff Biggers, a
Woodson;
which they lost their lands and were
free-lance writer and
--West Virginia Reuthers—father Val
; to Oklahoma on the 'Trail of
radio analyst who
and son Walter—labor organizers;
Tears:
splits his time
--Highlander School, its organizers
--Christopher and Nathaniel Gist,
between Illinois and
Don West and director, Myles Horton
white settlers who lived with the
Italy and who is the
and its charismatic staffer, Septima
author of "The United Cherokee and bridged the two cultures;
Clark; and
etting
--Bessie Smith, pace-s
States of Appalachia:
--writers Jesse Stuart, James Still,
Appalachian blues singer;
How Southern MounBuck, Frances Hodgson Burnett,
Pearl
Sterlfli
WayEunice
(born
Simone
--Nina
taineers Brought IndeMcCarthy, Willa Cather, Conrad
Corrnac
By Larry
pendence, Culture, and mon), popular New York singer from
Krutch, James Agee,
Joseph
Richter,
McGehee
NC:
Tryon,
to
nt
Enlightenme
Harriette Arnow
Kingsolver.
Barbara
Syndicated
English
of
--Cecil Sharp, collector
America" (Shoemaker
Columnist
and Edward Abbey.
ballads in the mountains;
& Hoard, 2006, 238
Two chapters are devoted to the pre--W. C. Handy, "father of the
pp.).
Revolutionary and Revolutionary activiblues." from north Alabama;
Biggers's choice of titles instantly
--minstrel shows, which emerged
ties of the very literate and very legalbrings to mind a best-selling study of
from the mountains in the 1820s;
istic men (such as John Sevier, William
the effects of the Scottish Enlighten--Quaker journalist-abolitionists (long Blount, Isaac Shelby) of the "District
ment upon America: Arthur Herman's
before antislavery organizations swept
of Washington" who organized an
"How the Scots Invented the Modern
North) such as Elihu Embree,
the
Western
How
of
Story
True
autonomous "state" and then defeated
World: The
Charles Osborn, Levi Coffin, and BenEurope's Poorest Nation Created Our
Ferguson at King's Mountain.
jamin Lundy, and Presbyterian emanciWorld & Everything in It" (Three
Biggers aims to show us that compators such as Samuel Doak, John
Rivers Press, 2001).
monplace mountain stereotypes just
Rankin, and David Nelson;
If Biggers intended to contend that
don't hold. Appalachia has been the
--fiery Anne Royall, one of the first
Appalachians shaped American culture
scene of mobility and of education and
travel-journal writers to describe the
more than did the Scots, he loses the
of social activism, which the stereomountains as they were;
battle. if,' as is more likely, his intent
types have neglected.
--African-American journalist Martin
is demonstrate that Appalachia is not
It is also the source of "country
Delaney before the Civil War;
the isolated preserve of ignorance it is
music", thanks to the coming of radio
Adolph
journalist
mountain
--Jewish
suche
too often depicted as being,
in the 1920s and thanks to willingness
Ochs (later owner of the New York
ceeds well.
to borrow and consolidate many modes
Civil
War:
the
after
limes)
mountain
of
vignettes
of
In a series
of mountain music.
whose
Harding,
Rebecca
--novelist
people who influenced American life
•,
43lo1oons itelus.not
caglecartoons.corn
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Worst of Middle East fighting may lie ahead

Obituaries
Mrs. Betty Brockman
Mrs. Betty Brockman, 79, Sycamore Street,
Murray, died at 4:30 p.m. Friday, Aug. 4,
2006, at her home.
She was a member of First Christian
Church, Murray Woman's club and Murray
Ambassadots. She retired as office manager
for the Hurstbourne Country Club, Louisville.
Born Aug. 21, 1926, in Louisville, she
was the daughter of the late John W. Ant
and Agnes Ochs Ant Her husband, Fred J.
Brockman
Brockman, died Aug. 18, 1984. One sister,
Dons Kramer, and one brother, John Ant,
also preceded her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Barbara Brockman Claypool
and husband, Ken, Stanhope, N.J.; three sons, Tab Brockman
and wife, Beth, Murray, Ken Brockman and wife, Judy, Vienna, Austria, and John (Jack) Brockman and wife, Laura, Aspen,
N.C.; 10 grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be at 3 p.m. Sunday at Blalock-Coleman
& York Funeral Home. Dr. CharQs L. Rolen will officiate.
Visitation will be from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Saturday) and 1
to 3 p.m. Sunday at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy can be. made to the Fred J. and
Betty J. Brockman Memorial, Murray State University, Murray,
Ky., 42071.

David Ray Alexander Sr. •
The funeral for David Ray Alexander Sr. was today (Saturday) at II a.m. in the chapel of McReynolds-Nave and Larson Funeral Home, 1209 Madison St., Clarksville, Tenn.
Active pallbearers were Larry Cunningham, Timmy Cunningham, Tommy Cunningham, Joey McDougal, Eddie Ginther
and Tim Fulton. Deacons of Bethel Baptist Church were honorary pallbearers.
Burial was in the Bethel Baptist Church Cemetery with full
military honors.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Bethel Baptist
Church Building Fund, 2301 Hwy. 13, Palmyra, Tenn., 3'7142;
or Alive Hospice, St. Thomas Inpatient Unit, 4220 Harding
Place, Unit- 3B, 3rd Floor, Nashville, Tenn., 37205.
Mr. Alexander Sr., 59, Clarksville, died Thursday, Aug. 3,
2006, at Alive Hospice, Nashville.
He was a main frame computer operator for
Ingram Barge Company. He served in the United States Army as a first lieutenant in the Vietnam War and a former commander of Clarksville
Base. He was a member of Roberts Lodge No.
72 of Free and Accepted Masons, International
War Veterans Poet Association where he was named the "2006
Poet of the year" and of Bethel Baptist Church.
Born Aug. 19, 1946, in Calloway County, Ky., he was the
son of Eva Mae Brumley Alexander and the late Elbert O'Neal
Alexander.
In addition to his mother, survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Donna Diane McDougal Alexander; two sons, Ray Alexander
and wife, Vanessa, Atlanta, Ga., and Carl O'Neal Alexander
and wife, Lois, Clarksville; four grandchildren, Brandon, Kyle,
Shawn and Keith; one sister, Mrs. Susan Cunningham and husband, Larry, and one brother, Rickey Alexander and wife,
Kathy, all of Murray, Ky.
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Donald Tabers, 76, Mayfield, died Friday, Aug. 4, 2006, at
2:45 p.m. at Heritage Manor Nursing Home.
An Army veteran of the Korean conflict, he
was retired from General Tire.
His parents, Otis Tabers and Ruby Felts Tabers;
his wife, Charlotte Tabers; and one sister, Charlene Tabers, preceded him in death.
Survivors include two daughters, Terry Burnett and husband,
Will Ed, Mayfield and Donna Brown and husband, Mike, Cuba;
one sister, Wilma Larcom, St. Louis, Mo.; three grandsons.
The funeral will be at 1 p.m. Sunday at Brown Funeral
Home, Mayfield. Rev. Gerald Tabers will officiate.
Burial will follow at Kirksey Baptist Church Cemetery. Military graveside rites will be conducted by American Legion
Post #26.
Pallbearers will be Dana Albright, Tom King, Jimmy Williams,
Wendal Jones, Butch Workman, David Kendall and Tommy
Parker, active; grandsons Ryan Totty, Kevin Brown and Corey
Brown, honorary.
Visitation will be after 5 p.m. today (Saturday) at the funeral home.

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
Israel and Hezbollah fought
bloody ground battles and
exchanged fierce air and missile strikes Friday — including bombing raids that severed
Lebanon's last major supply
link with Syna and the outside world, and the guerrillas'
deepest rocket attack inside
Israel to date.
Loud explosions resounded
in Beirut's suburbs early Saturday as Israeli warplanes
renewed their onslaught, local
media said. Israeli helicopters,
meanwhile, attacked suspected
Hezbollah positions in the southern city of Tyre, though Hezbollab's TV station claimed that
fighters repelled helicopterborne troops who tried to land,
killing one soldier. Israel
declined to comment.
After days of desultory diplomacy, Washington said it was
near agreement with France on
a U.N. cease-fire resolution, possibly by early next week. But
Israel and Hezbollah showed
no signs of holding their fire.
Israeli aircraft on a mission
Friday to destroy weapons
caches hit a refrigerated warehouse where farm workers were
loading fruit, killing at least
28 near the Lebanon-Syria border. And three Hezbollah rockets landed near Hadera, 50
miles south of the IsraelLebanon border; 188 rockets
rained on other towns, killing
three Israeli Arabs.
Given the determination of
both Hezbollah and Israel to
look victorious when the conflict finally ends, the worst of
the fighting may still lie ahead
with the militant Shiite guerrilla fighters perhaps making
good on their threat to rocket
Tel Aviv and Israel launching
an all-out ground offensive,
pushing northward to the Litani
River.
Israeli military officials said
Friday they completed the first
phase of the offensive, securing a 4-mile buffer zone in
south Lebanon, though pockets of Hezbollah -.resistance
remained.
Defense Minister Amir Peretz
told top army officers to begin
preparing for a push to the
Litani, about 20 miles north of
the border — a move that
would require Cabinet approval.
Peretz vowed his forces would
complete "the whole mission"
of driving guerrilla fighters out
of missile range, a defiant
response to the Hezbollah
leader's threat to launch missiles into !srael's largest city.
Israeli airstrikes destroyed
four key bridges after dawn, severing Beirut's final major connection to Syria and raising the
threat of severe shortages of
food, gasoline and medicines
within days. The attack in the
Christian heartland just north
of Beirut killed four civilians
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SOURCES- U N.: UNDP, UNICEF ESRI. Israeli Defense Ministry
and a Lebanese soldier.
Israel said it targeted the
bridges to stop the flow of
weapons to Hezbollah from Iran
through Syria. Those weapons
include not only missiles, but
sophisticated anti-tank missiles
said to be responsible for most
of the 44 Israeli soldiers killed
in more than three weeks of
fighting.
However, aid workers said
the destroyed highway was a
vital conduit for much-needed
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AP reporting, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USGS

food and supplies, with Christiane Berthiaume of the World
Food Program calling it
Lebanon's. "umbilical cord."
"This (road) has been the
only way for us to bring in
aid. We really need to find
other ways to bring relief in,"
she said in Geneva, Switzerland.
Hospitals were in danger of
closing soon because medicines,
hospital supplies and fuel for
generators was fast running out.

AP

Staples like milk, rice and sugar
were growing short across the
country. Lines at Beirut filling
stations stretch longer by the
day.
Dr. George Tomey, acting
president of the American University of Beirut, said its Medical Center, one of the prime
and best known medical facilities in the Middle East, will
stop receiving new patients as
of Monday, except for emergency cases.
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will be $6 million. The recombuild this stockpile."
Kentucky has asked the fed- mendation to cover 25 percent
eral government to reserve the of the population comes from
full 432,381 courses of antivi- estimates of previous illness
rals recommended to the state rates during pandemics.
Fletcher hosted a state sumby the Centers for Disease Conmit on pandemic flu planning
trol and Prevention (CDC).
In addition, the CDC has com- with top federal health officials
mitted to having 613,703 cours- earlier this year in Frankfort.
es of antivirals earmarked for Kentucky's local health departKentucky in the federal stock- ments followed that effort with
pile by the end of 2007. The a series of 50 summits aimed
total of 1,046,084 courses will at local planning covering all
be enough to cover 25 percent 120 counties.
of the state's population.
Pandemic flu is virulent flu
The state will work with the
that causes a global outbreak, or
next
the
over
federal government
pandemic, of serious illness.
six months to develop a purAlthough currently there is no
Tamdrugs
the
for
plan
chase
pandemic flu strain, this
circulating
iflu and Relenza, available to
state
states at a 25 percent discount. step will help prepare the
pandemic.
flu
possible
a
for
state
The estimated cost to the
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Fletcher authorizes Tamiflu stockpile
Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov.
Ernie Fletcher has authorized
the Department for Public Health
(DPH) to order a stockpile of
antiviral drugs to help protect
Kentuckians in the event of an
influenza pandemic.
"It is vital that we prepare
now to protect Kentuckians in
the event of an influenza pandemic," said Cabinet for Health
and Family Services Secretary
Mark D. Birdwhistell.
"History demonstrates the
devastating toll that such pandemics can have. Because these
antiviral drugs can help us prevent or lessen the severe illness associated with pandemics.
We must take the federal government's recommendation to
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his weak,fighting between
I Hezbollah guerrillas and
Israeli forces did not show
signs of letting up — nor a
diplomatic resolution for a
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COMMUNITY
After School Assistance Program
needs refrigerator
The After School Assistance Program
provides nutritional snacks for Calloway
County school children who participate in
the extended learning sessions.
Needed by the program is a refrigerator for storage of the items as the program depends entirely on donations.
Any person or business having one to
donate call Wanda Johnson at 753-9790
or Clarke Norsworthy at 489-2164.

Jos
Datebook Twilight tobacco tour on
By Jo Burkeie6
Monday
Community

The University of Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service of Calloway County will
host its annual Twilight Tobacco Tour on Monday beginning
at 5:30 p.m. at the Murray State University tobacco barn/pavila
ion, located on Robertson Road North. Following the tour,
served.
catfish dinner will be
Editor

Photo provided
Polo, front row, Kris
Tyler
O'Neal,
Matthew
Davis,
Joey
Cauthren,
Joseph
are
row,
SCOUT TOUR: F',ictured, from left, back
members of Boy Scout Troop 77 in front of News
Sato, Joshua Man/in, Sam Chrisman, Hunter Smith and Devon Warmack,
on its cinematography merit.
working
is
Channel 6 WPSD-TV, Paducah, after a tour of the station. The troop

Open House planned Sunday
have open

house on
Reaching To You Recovery Home will
Sunday from 1 to 6 p.m. The home is located at 524 South
Fourth Street, Murray, with Bro. Roy Oakem as director. For
more information call 227-9174.

• THEOS Group will meet Tuesday
Group, a bereave-

THEOS (They Help Each Other Spiritually)
ment support group for persons who have lost their spouses
to death, will meet Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. Lillian Steele will presal a program on
"Grief Needs Time." This is open to all persons who have lost
their spouses. The group will go liter to eat at Sirloin Stockade. For more information call Howard at 753-1998, Lillian
Steele at 753-2875, or Karen Isaacs at 753-2411.

Soccer registration today

Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association is holding registration today until 2 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway
Public Library. Parents should bring the last four digits of
their child's social security number for registration purposes.

Support Group will meet

Death of a Parent Support Group will meet Monday at 7
p.m. This is a support group for people who have lost one or
both parents due to death and to help each other through the
hard times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 7537129.

Retired teachers will meet

Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will have a
luncheon "On Monday at 11:30 a.m. in the Murray State/ University Winslow Cafeteria. Reservations are requested by call!
ing Jo Farley at 753-5575.

SenierActivities

HospitalMenus
chicken, *new red potatoes,
*baby carrots, garden blend vegetables, broccoli cheese bites,
taco soup.
Thursday - *oven roasted
chicken, Sloppy Joe on bun,
*pork loin, baked beans, yellow squash casserole, *tender
spinach, corn fritters, potato
and bacon soup.
Friday - prime sea strips,
beef stroganoff, *southwest
grilled chicken, also served
with bacon and cheese, *tender noodles, asparagus-pea
casserole, *Harvard beets,
potato, Wisconsin
*baked
cheese soup.
Saturday - *cabbage roll,
pork cutlet, *Capri blend vegetables, *turnip greens, mashed
potatoes and gravy, fried ok.-a,
soup of the day.
Sunday - *roast turkey
breast, tender beef tips with noodles, corn bread sage dressing.
*green beans, *peas and carrots, soup of the day.

"Heart Smart" is the program for the menus in the
cafeteria of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Anne Newberry, dietitian,
said the menus are designed
to help those restricting saturated fats and sodium in their
diets.
Menus, subject to occasional changes, for the week of
Aug. 7-13 have been released
as follows:
Monday - *BBQ chicken,
Johnny Marzetti casserole,
smoked sausage, Sauerkraut,
*green beans, German potato
salad, *glazed carrots, *vegetable beef and barley soup.
Tuesday - chicken and
dumplings, liver and onions,
*fish filet almondine, macaroni
and cheese, mashed potatoes
with gravy, *seasoned cabbage,
fried zucchini, *chicken noodle soup.
Wednesday - Domino's
pizza, Swiss steak, *oven baked

Lodge meeting Monday

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple, Ky. Hwy.
121 North and Robertson Road North. Murray.

Writing portfolios available

Calloway County High School announces that seventh grade
writing portfolios are available for pick-up in the school's main
office. Any student of the 2006 graduating class that attended
Calloway County Middle School during their seventh grade
school year may pick up portfolios from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
until Sept. I. 2006. At that time, any portfolios remaining will
be destroyed.

MMS Council will meet

Murray Middle School Decision Making Council will meet
Monday at 4 p.m. in the conference room. All interested persons are invited.

MWC Board will meet

The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. -

Gospel singing at Lynn Grove
A community gospel singing will be tonight at 6 p.m. at
Lynn Grove United Methodist Church. A potluck meal will be
served following the singing. The public is invited. For more
information call Georgia Keel at 435-4487.

Four Rivers Group will meet Sunday
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. at
the Calloway Public Library. This is open to all musicians and
listeners. For more information contact Velvaleen at 753-6979.

Red Hat Society will
meet in Crittenden Co.
MARION, Ky. — Members
of the Kentucky Belles Red
Hat Society will sponsor its
first Red Hat Society Social
on Aug. 12.
The "unorganized" day will
begin at 10:30 a.m. at the
Marion Tourism and Welcome
Center, with an Elvis sighting.
August 16 is the 29th anniversary of the death of the King,
Elvis Presley.
From 11 am. to 1 p.m.,
luncheon will be served at Congers Country Kitchen at the
Marion Country Club.
After lunch a self-guided tour
of downtown Marion and the
Amish Backroads route begins.
At 4 p.m. the Red Hatters
will congregate at Mystic
Waters & Gardens, for a home
and garden tour, shopping,
refreshments, and a Watermelon Seed Spitting Contest. Prizes

SAVE 25% on All
Silver Replating During August!
25-Year
Warranty
11
^,
'

CCHS plans Monday event

Calloway County High School will have Freshmen and New
Student Orientation on Monday at 6 p.m. in the school gym.

MMS lists day to pick up schedules

will be awarded.
The Red Hat Society has
chapters in the United States
and more than 30 countries.
The society began as a result
of a few women deciding to
greet middle age with a
vengeance. Members believe
silliness is the comedy relief
of life, and since together,
might as well join red-gloved
hands and go for the gusto
together. Underneath, the ladies
share a bond of affection, forged
by common life experiences
and a genuine enthusiasm for
where it takes us next.
For more information, contact Michele @ Marion Tourism,
270-965-5015, or Diana Here
tin, 270-704-1027.
For more information about
the Red Hat Society or to
visit
chapters,
locate
www.redhatsociety.com.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
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the education room. On the
lunch menu will be Hawaiian
baked chicken, Polynesian peas,
glazed carrots, Hawaiian roll,
pineappte
and
margarine
coconut cake
Wednesday events incluiSt
Armchair Aerobics at 8:30 dr
9:30 a.m., Blood pressure
checks from 10 to 11 a.nz,
Stride with Pride Walkers at
10 a.m., Powder Puff Pool play
from 10 to 11:30 a.m. and
Pinochle Club at noon. Chopped
steak with mushroom gravy,
mashed potatoes, tomatoes and
zucchini, wheat roll, margarine
and pistachio dessert will *
on the lunch menu.
Thursday events include
Strength and Stretch Class at
8 a.m. and Women of the Bible
Study will be at 12:30 p.m.
in the education. The ceramics class is canceled. On the
lunch menu will be salmon
pattie, mashed potatoes, cole
slaw, biscuit, margarine and
brownie pudding.
Friday events include Armchair Aerobics at 8:30 to 9:30
a.m., board games such as
Scrabble and Rummikub at 9
a.m., Blood pressure checks
given from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.,
Blood pressure checks from

County
Senior Citizens Center is located at 607 Poplar St., Murray.
Our phone number is 753-0929.
Lunch is served daily at 11:30
a.m. for a suggested donation
of $1.50.
We offer transportation on
a daily basis from 9 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. If you live in the
city limits and need a ride to
our center, the doctor, grocery
store, bank or pharmacy, please
call at least one day ahead of
time to schedule your ride.
Our exercise room is open
Monday through Friday from
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Those who
are 60 and older are invited
to exercise at no cost, as well
as take advantage of beginning
computer classes we have to
offer. Contact the center at
753-0929 for more information.
Activities and menus for the
week of Aug. 7-11 have been
released as follows:
Monday events include Armchair Aerobics at 8:30 or 9:30
a.m., Stride with pride Walkers will meet at 10 a.m. in
the lobby to go walk, Bingo
at 12:30 p.m. and Line Dancing at 2 p.m. in the gym. 9:30 to 10:30 a.m., Stride with
Baked pork chops, lima beans, Pride Walkers at 10 a.m., Open
pickled beets, corn bread and Bridge at 10 a.m. and Craft Club
orange will be on the lunch at 12:30 p.m. in the gym.
Chicken Parmesan, noodles,
menu.
Tuesday events include tossed salad, garlic bread, marStrength & Stretch Class at 8 garine and spiced fruit will be
a.m. Our Hawaiian Luau will on the lunch menu.
Murray-Calloway Senior Citbe held beginning at 10 a.m.
Center is a United Way
izens
are
activities
and
Special food
scheduled. Parkinson's Support agency.
Group will meet at noon in

ServiceNews

Sgt. Allbritten participated
in Grecian Firebolt 2005
Sgt.
Reserve
Army
Dominique C. Allbritten participated in the U.S. Army
Reserve's premier communications/signal annual training
exercise termed, Grecian Firebolt 2005. The exercise's network operations is managed by

.14
16
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU AUG 8
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN. ONLY
Miami Vice
R - 1:00 - 3:45 - 6:50 - 9:35

:

Murray Middle School students can pick up their 2006-2007
class schedules from I to 4 p.m. on Monday in the MMS
lobby.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.

By TERI COBB

John Tucker Must Die
P613- 1:20 - 3:20 - 7:35 • 930
Rites die Cilium Eni Moil CIS
P613- 12:50 - 3:50 • 6:55 - 9:45

Talledega Nights
P613- 1:40 - 4:00 - 7:25 - 950

Barnyard
P6- 1:30 3:35 - 7:10 - 9:15
You, Me & Dupree
PG13 - 4:10 - 8:50
Monster House
PG - 12:40 - 2:25 - 7:00
The Ant Bully
PG - 1:10 - 3:10 - 7:15

Lady In The Water
PG13 - 9:10
Program Information Call 753 1311

the 311th Theater Signal Command located at Fort George
G. Meade, Md.
Allbritten, an automated
logistical specialist with 13
years of military service, is
assigned to the 311th Theater
Signal Command, Fort George
G. Meade, Laurel, Md.
She is the daughter of the
late Hector Torres, and the late
Mercedes Torres. Her husband,
Mark, is the son of Ronald
and Carolyn Allbritten of Murray, Ky.
The exercise provided the
critical ammunition that allows
Signal Corps units to practice
essential skill sets as they supply voice, data, and video teleconferencing services upon
demand to military customers
across the country. Battlefield
commanders are provided with
needed real-time, mobile, tactical communications upon
demand and under adverse conditions.
Grecian Firebolt is a joint
effort among Army active duty
and Reserve Components, and
Air National Guard signal units,"
along with the Federal Emergency Management Agency and
the Army Military Affiliate
Radio System as part of the
Homeland Defense component.
Signal soldiers built a network
architecture to test their strategic and tactical readiness and
interoperability. while providing
a wide range of communications services to customers from
coast to coast.
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Racers report
for camp
By MSU Sports Information
Members of the Murray State
University football team reported for preseason camp at 9 a.m.
on Friday.
The camp is the first for head
coach - Matt
Griffin, who
the
became
school's 16th
head coach in
December.
Racers
The
will practice for the first time on
Sunday.
Members of the team began
-the day by receiving their dorm
assignments, completing university and department forms and
being fitted for their equipment.
Griffin held a meeting with
the parents of all the first-year
players in the afternoon. The

in

Picture Perfect

coach described to the parents
what their sons will experience
in camp and how the parents can
help.
After taking their physicals,
the players enjoyed a team dinner. at Winslow Dinning Hall.
The Racers finished the evening
with unit meetings before a
10:30 p.m. curfew.
Today, the team was scheduled to begin its day with breakfast at 6:30 a.m., followed by
speed and agility testing at 7:45
a.m. Also on the schedule for
today are two sessions of
strength testing and position
meetings.
Murray State opens its 82nd
season of college football on
Sept. 2, when the team travels to
Columbia, Mo., to face the
University of Missouri at 6 p.m.
The Murray High Tiger
football team had a busy
day on Friday, posing for
team pictures in the afternoon at Ty Holland
Stadium before taking the
field for its first scrimmage
of the preseason against
visiting Caldwell County
that evening on the MHS
practice field. (Top) Senior
lineman Matt Collins (55)
waits to have his picture
taken by Lance Allison of
Allison Photography while
his teammates offer some
playful commentary. (Left)
defensive
Sophomore
back Tyler Glynn (3) tries
to keep the ball away from
a Caldwell receiver during
the Tigers scrimmage last
night.
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Photo provided by MSU Sports information
Equipment manager Butch Dowty fits Racer senior punter Tim
Whght with a helmet on Friday, the opening day of preseason
camp at Murray State.

-Photos By SCOTT NANNEY

MILWAUKEE 4, ST. LOUIS 3

Brewers continue

Cardinals' woes
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Prince
Fielder went 3-for-4 with a tworun home run and the
Milwaukee Brewers extended
the St. Louis Cardinals' losing
streak to eight games with a 4-3
victory on Friday night.
NL Cy Young winner Chris
Carpenter, who was on the
mound the night the Cardinals
stopped an earlier eight-game
skid in June, couldn't keep this
one from growing. Tony
Graffanino had three hits and an
RBI for the Brewers, who have
won four of six.
Doug Davis (7-6) worked
into the sixth and Dan Kolb res-cued him from a bases loaded
jam to end that inning. Francisco
Cordero got the last three outs
for his third save in as many
chances with Milwaukee.
Juan Encarnacion had two
hits and two RBIs, David
Eckstein had two hits and an
RBI and Scott Rolen doubled
and tripled for the Cardinals.
The NL Central leaders were
swept in three-game series by
two sub-.500 teams, the Phi!lies
and Cubs, before falling to
another team with a losing
.record on Friday.
The Cardinals have been
.outscored 54-29 during the
slump, and their division lead
was shaved to 2 1/2 games over
Cincinnati. In the first seven
losses, the Cardinals lost only

AP
Chris
pitcher
Cardinals
Carpenter tosses the ball to
first to retire the Brewers'
Brady Clark in the first inning
of Friday's game at Busch
Stadium.
one game off their lead.
Davis allowed three runs and
six hiti in 5 2-3 innings with
three strikeouts and four walks,
and is 2-0 in his last five outings. All four walks were of the
Cardinals' seventh- and eighthplace hitters, two each to Ronnie
Belliard and Yadier Molina.
Carpenter (10-6) needed only
65 pitches to get through six
innings. The Brewers bunched
three of their seven hits against
him in a three-tun third.

GRAND BLANC, Mich.(AP) — Tiger
Woods birdied three straight holes Friday to
take the lead in the suspended second round
of the Buick Open, then Brett Quigley
birdied the 18th hole after the horn sounded
to move into a tie.
Woods, 13 under for the tournament, was
7 under through 15 holes in the second
round before play was stopped because of
darkness. He will finish his round early
Saturday morning and will start his third
round in the afternoon after a long break.
Quigley saved himself an early wakeup
call by finishing his last hole for a 6-under
66, and will have an afternoon tee time with
the leaders.
"We were running to finish," Quigley
said."We knew it would be 3 more hours of
sleep, and we were pushing the group ahead
of us from the 14th on."
Jeff Sluman and Bo Van Pelt were two
shots back. They both finished the second
round, with Sluman shooting a 67, and Van
Pelt carding a 66.
Two-time defending champion Vijay
Singh, first-round leader Mike Weir and Jim
Furyk (68) were in a pack of nine that were
three shots behind Woods and Quigley.
Singh had five holes left and Weir had three
to play in the second round.
The tournament was delayed 2 hours, 16
minutes Thursday morning because of
stormy weather. A second delay lasted 1
hour, 36 minutes before play was suspended
for the day because of unplayable conditions.
Just over half the players were unable to
complete the first round Thursday. Those
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Tiger Woods watches his drive on the
third hole during the second round of the
Buick Open at Warwick Hills Golf &
Country Club Friday in Grand Blanc,
Mich.
unlucky golfers, including Sluman and Van
Pelt, were back on the course early Friday,
and had a quick turnaround for their second
rounds.
Sluman was surprised with his performance because he slept just 3 hours before
waking up at 2:30 a.m., unable to get back to
sleep.

"I was exhausted starting the round," be
said. "And the way I felt, I didn't know if I
could play all 30."
Woods, playing in his first tournament
since winning the British Open, started his
second round about 29 hours after shooting
a 66 on Thursday.
He had four birdies on the front nine, and
moved into the lead with birdies at Nos. 1214 before parring the 15th when the horn
sounded to suspend play.
Woods was long and straight off the tee
on the front nine, using his driver only once,
and his approaches were fantastic. His birdie
putt lipped out at No. 2, and he missed some
makable birdie putts, holding him back from
a sensational round.
He was more erratic off the tee after the
turn, but that didn't stop him from moving
into the lead.
On the 340-yard, par-4 12th. Woods tried
to drive the green. but pulled his drive well
to the left of the green and yelled "Fore!" He
hit an uphill chip to 12 feet, then made the
birdie putt.
After a 15-minute wait on the par-5 13th
tee, he went left again with his drive, landing on a muddy walking path. After consulting with a rules official, he took a drop off
the path and drilled a low iron shot that
rolled off the back of the green. He pitched
to 8 feet and made the putt for another
birdie.
He drove the 322-yard 14th and narrowly
missed a 16-foot eagle putt before tapping in
for his third straight-birdie. Woods parred
the 15th and was walking to the 16th when
play was suspended.

By The Associated Press
Brodrick Bunkley ended his
holdout and agreed to a six-year
deal with the Philadelphia
Eagles, leaving three first-round
draft picks unsigned.
Donte Whitner (Buffalo).
Matt Leinart (Arizona) and
Jason Allen (Miami) are the
remaining holdouts among the
top picks.
Bunkley, the 14th overall
selection, agreed to a deal worth
$13 million, according to an
official within the NFL. The person. who spoke on condition of
terms
anonymity, because
weren't publicly disclosed. said

$10 million of that money is
guaranteed, and the maximum
value of the contract could reach
between $25-$30 million with
incentives.
The 6-foot-2, 3(X)-pound
defensive tackle missed 16 days
of camp, and won't play in
Sunday's exhibition game
against Oakland. The negotiations with Bunkley's agent.
Gary Wichard. were prolonged
because the team insisted on
making it a six-year contract.
The Eagles selected Bunkley
to fill a glaring need in the middle of a line that hardly generated a strong rush on quarterbacks

last season. At Florida State.
Bunkley proved to be a versatile
player who can rush the passer
and stuff the run. He had nine
sacks, 66 tackles and two fumble recoveries as a senior.
The Cardinals and Leinart's
agent, Tom Condon, have talked
this week, but there is no indication an agreement is close.
The Heisman Trophy winner
from Southern California was
expected to win the No. 2 quarterback spot behind Kurt
Warner, but that becomes more
difficult with each passing day.
Warner said.
"I think it's going to be very

hard," Warner said. "Not only
do you have to learn a system
and get comfortable and get
reps, but you've got to learn the
game in the NFL. the speed and
the understanding. There's just
so much involved at that position."
Whitner and Allen. both
safeties, were expected to compete for starting jobs with their
new teams.
Cowboys
Terrell Owens was back on
the stationary bicycle, nursing
his sore left hamstring rather
than running practice routes.
Owens missed both workout

sessions Friday because of a
twinge the new star receiver
developed Wednesday. He
declined to be interviewed
Friday morning. saying only.
"Day to day- as he left the field.
Coach Bill Parcells said he's
not concerned about the hamstring. But he is concerned about
any missed practice time.
"He's got to get ready to play,
that's for sure," Parcells said.
"He's got a lot of work to do.
The sooner he can get started,
the better."
Giants
Tight end Jeremy S!tockey
was back on the field at 1-14.day's

evening session for the first time
since he suffered a concussion
Monday, though he did not participate in drills.
Shockey, who said on
Wednesday he still felt nauseous
and was sensitive to light, was in
full pads Friday and appeared
more energetic as he joked with
teammates and stood near the
offensive huddle before plays.

Patriots
Martin Gramatica is competing to replace Adam Vinateri in
New England. Vinateri, one of
the NFL's best clutch kickers,
left as a free agent for
Indianapolis in the offseason.
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CLEVELAND (AP) — He fought to
keep the Cleveland Browns in town and kept
LeBron James on the basketball court. Fred
Nance is now preparing an argument that
could make history — for him and the NFL.
Nance, a prominent Cleveland attorney
known for being tough and fair, is one of
five finalists to succeed Paul Tagliabue as
the league's commissioner, arguably the
world's most high-profile executive position
in sports.
Nance is also black, making his inclusion
amonl.the finalists an important moment for
the NFL, which has been criticized in the
past for its lack of diversity among coaches
and other prominent front-office positions.
"He would make a fabulous commissioner," Browns owner Randy Lerner said. "He
is totally qualified and demonstrated his
qualifications when he played such a huge
role in bringing the Browns back.
"He's got leadership, tenacity. He's got a
love for the kind of impact teams have on
the community. He gets it. I think he's a
world-class guy."
Nance was picked as a finalist following
an extensive search by a committee of eight
owners headed by Pittsburgh's Dan Rooney
and Carolina's Jerry Richardson.
"It's a landmark, and even if he (Nance)

Cleveland attorney Fred Nance is shown
here in an Akron, Ohio courtroom. A
high-profile attorney who successfully
brought pro football back to Cleveland
and who kept LeBron James on the basketball court, Nance is preparing to
make an argument for himself to be the
NFL's next commissioner.
is not chosen, it's a good day for sports,"
said Richard Lapchick, director of the
Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport at
the University of Central Florida. "It shows
we have gotten to the point where the best
possible candidates."

There has never been a black commissioner in any of the major pro sports leagues.'
The NFL, NBA and Major League Baseball
have all made strides in hiring practices, but
none so far has made a minority its top decision maker.
Though Nance may be a long shot to lead
the NFL, those who know the managing
partner of Squire, Sanders and Dempsey
best feel he would be the perfect choice.
"Every night I cross my fingers and pray
the NFL makes the right decision and makes
Fred Nance its commissioner," said former
Cleveland Mayor Michael White, who
worked with Nance on sevenl major projects."He is the total package. He is extremely ,bright. He has got vision and he has the
unique ability to be able to turn extremely
difficult situations into a win, s4in."
Kansas City Chiefs coaph Herman
Edwards doesn't believe Nance's candidacy
should be viewed as anything but a qualified
person getting an opportunity to advance.
Edwards, who is black, looks forward to the
day when race is not part of the equation.
"The first thing we have to realize is get
the right guy," Edwards said. "If he happens
to be a minority, that's great. But I think we
always get on that platform of'minority guy,
minority guy.—
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TV Schedule
Today
AUTO RACING
2:30 p.m.
SPEED --- NASCAR, Nene' Cup.
-Happy Hour Senes.• final practice for
Allstate 400 at Indianapolis
5 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR. Busch Series
pole qualifying for Kroger 200, at
Indianapolis
BOXING
8 p.m.
Marquez (44-3Manuel
SHO — Juan
1) vs Terdsak Jandaeng (24-1-0). for
WBO intenm featherweight championship, champion Rafael Marquez (353-0) vs Silence Mabuza (19-1-0). for
IBF bantamweight championship at
Lake Tahoe, Nev
9 p.m.
HBO — Junior middleweights, Itassim
Ouma (24.2-1) vs Sechew Powell 203-Ui welterweights Ike Ouartey (37-21 vs Vernon Forrest 137-2-0). at New
York
EXTREME SPORTS
8 p.m.
ESPN — X Games. at Carson, Calif
GOLF
12:30 p.m.
ABC — Women s British Open third
round, at Lancashire England
TGC — Nationwide Tour, Coif Classic.
third round. at Omaha, Neb
2 p.m.
CBS — PGA Tour. Buick Open third
round. at Grand Blanc. Mich
5 p.m.
TGC — Champions Tour, 3M
Championship, second round. at
Blane. Minn (same-day tape)
HORSE RACING
1 p.m.
CBS — Standardbreds. The
Hambletoman at East Rutherford, N J
4 p.m.
ESPN — NTRA, Whitney Handicap
and Test Stakes. at Saratoga Springs
N
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
Noon
FOX — Regional coverage
Philadelphia at N Y Mats or Atlanta at
Cinannab
3 p.m.
FOX — Regional coverage. Oakland at
Seattle or Texas at L A Angels
WON — Chicago White Sox at Toronto
NFL FOOTBALL
Noon
ESPN — Pro Football Hall of Fame
Enshrinement. at Canton, Ohio
4 p.m.
ESPN CLASSIC -- Pro Footbaii Hall of
Fame Enshnnement. at Canton Ohio
Isame-day tape)
SOCCER
5:30 p.m.
ESPN — MLS. AS-Star Game, MLS
All Stars vs Chelsea FC at Chicago
TENNIS
I p.m.
ESPN2 — ATP. Legg Mason Classic
semifinal. at Washington
. 3 pm.
ESPN2 — WTA TOW, Acura Classic
semifinal at Carlsbad Calif
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS

American League
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
—
65 41.613
New VC/0k
1
65 43.602
Boston
57 52.523 9 1/2
Toronto
18
49 61.445
Baltimore
22
45 65 409
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
—
73 36.670
Detroit
8
64 43.598
Chicago
10
62 45 579
Minnesota
1/2
61.43525
47
Cleveland
38 70.35234 1/2
Kansas City
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
57 51.528
Oakland
2
55 53 509
Los Angeles
55 54.505 2 1/2
Texas
53 54 495 3 1/2
Seattle
Friday's Scores
6
Detroit 7, Cleveland
N Y Yankees 5 Baltimore 4
Chicago White Sox 6 Toronto 4
Boston 3, Tampa Bay 2
Minnesota at Kansas City. Late
Oakland at Seattle, Late
Texas at L A Angels Late
Today's Games
Oakland (Karen 8-9) at Seattle (Pineiro
7-8), 3 05 p m
Texas (Koronka 7-6) at L.A Angels
(E.Santana 11-5), 3:05 pm
Chicago White Sox (Vazquez 9-6) at
Toronto (McGowan 1-1), 3,07 p.m
N.Y Yankees (Mussina 13-3) at
Baltimore (Loewen 1-3), 3.35 p.m
Cleveland (Byrd 7-6) at Detroit (Rogers
11-5), 6-05 p.m.
Minnesota (Silva 7.9) at Kansas City
(Hernandez 2-6), 6:10 p.m
Boston (Wells 0-1) at Tampa Bay
(Fossum 5-4), 615 p.m
Sunday's Games
Cleveland at Detroit. 12:05 p.m.
White Sox at Toronto, 12:07 p.m.
Boston at Tampa Bay. 12:15 p.m.
N V Yankees at Baltimore, 12:35 p.m
Minnesota at Kansas City, 1:10 p.m.
Texas at LA Angels. 2:35 p.m.
Oakland at Seattle, 305 p.m.

National League
East Division

w ipct GB
64 44 593
11
53 55 491
51 58 46813 1/2
14
50 58 463
16
48 60 444
WasNagan
Central Division
L Pot GB
W
SS 50 537 s
sr ttM
2 1/2
53.514
.56
Cincinnati
52 57.477 61/2
Milwaukee
7
51 57,472
Houston
45 64741313 1/2
Chicago
17
42 68.382
Pittsburgh
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
56 52 519
San Diego
1
55 53.509
Anzona
1/2
2
55.495
54
Los Angeles
1/2
3
55.486
52
Colorado
4
52 56 481
San Francisco
Friday's Scores
Pittsburgh 6, Chicago Cubs 0
Philadelphia 5, N Y Mats 3
Cincinnati 5, Atlanta 4
L.A. Dodgers 6, Florida 2
Mihvaukee 4, St. Louts 3
Houston at Arizona.-9-40 pm
Washington at San Diego, Late
Colorado at San Francisco Late
Today's Games
Philadelphia (Lieber 4-8) at N.Y Mats
(Glavine 11-4), 1220 p.m
Atlanta (Shwa 0-2) at Cincinnati (Arroyo
9-7), 12,20 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Duke 7-9) at Chicago Cubs
(Prior 0-5). 3:05 p.m.
L.A. Dodgers (BiNingsley 2-3) at Florida
(J.Johnson 9-5), 505 p.m.
Milwaukee (Sheets 2-3) at St. Louis
(Reyes 2-5), 6:15 p.m.
Colorado (Jennings 7-9) at San
Francisco (Lowry 5-7). 805 p.m.
Houston (Clemens 2-4) at Arizona
(Nipped 0-1), 8:40 p.m
Washington (Astacio 2-1) at San Diego
(Thompson 3-3). 9-05 p.m.
Sunday's Games
L.A. Dodgers at Florida, 12:05 p.m.
Atlanta at Cincinnati, 12:15 p.m.
Milwaukee at St. Louis, 1:15 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Chicago Cubs, 1:20 p.m.
Washington at San Diego, 3:05 p.m.
Colorado at San Francisco, 3:05 p.m.
Houston at Arizona. 3:40 p.m.
Philadelphia at N V Mets, 7:05 p.m.

New York
Philadelphia
Florida
Manes

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville quarterback Brian
Brohm took five steps backward, planted and threw.
The motion didn't look much
different than the one that
helped him win Big East
•The annual Murray High School Fall Sports Kickoff will be held
Offensive Player of the Year last
Aug. 11 at 7 p.m. at Ty Holland Field. Tickets for parents and
Friday,
season, when he threw for 2,883
adult guests will be $3 each. Al) student-athletes. coaches, stu-,
other
yards and 19 touchdowns while
dents and children under school age will be admitted free.'
,'
guiding the Cardinals to a 9-3 Refreshments will be provided. The following groups will be recognized
•
The MHS and Murray Middle School football teams, the MI-IS bests afilt
record and their first January
girls soccer teams, the MHS cross country, golf, volleyball. dance and
bowl game in 15 years.
swim teams, the MMS softball team, the MHS and MMS cheerleaders
Brohm's surgically repaired
and the MHS band.
right knee — the one he injured
SWIM WINNERS: Six local swimmers associated
in the third quarter of a win over
•Persons interested in purchasing reserved season tickets for the
athletics
with the Murray Youth Swim Team captured medals
last November — 2006 Murray High School football season should contact MHS
Syracuse
for their performances at the Kentucky State Blueshowed no signs of weakness director David Carr.
grass Games, held July 22-23 in Lexington, Ky. Picduring Louisville's first day of
•The Purchase Area Tennis Association will hold two "Free for Alt'
tured with their medals are Kristen Lyons (6-under
practice on Friday. Brohm was tennis clinics at the Murray High School tennis courts on Aug. 19 from
wearing a bulky brace over the 9 to 11 a.m., and at the Mayfield High School courts from 9 to 11 a.m..
girls; bronze, gold), Trent Lyons (8-under boys;
on Aug. 12. The "Free for Air events are free of charge. For more inforknee.
bronze, gold), Nicole McGee (8-under girls; four
mation, go to the PATA web site at wwweteamz.corn/pata or contact
the
into
floated
gold),
pass
six
boys;
Brohm's
r
bronze), Daniel McGee (10-unde
Whitnell at (270) 247-0863.
Chuck
hands of linebacker Chase
Belinda McGee (45-49 women: two silver, two gold)
Floyd, who trotted down the
•American Legion baseball tryouts will be held from 9 a.m. to 1
and Rick McGee (50-54 men; two bronze, two sildate,
field with the ball until one of p.m. on Aug. 12 at Mike Miller Park in Draffenville. On the same
ver, two gold).
registration and tryouts will also be held at 3 p.m. for a wood bat league.
the coaches blew the whistle.
For more information, contact Coye McCurry at (270) 703-0276 or Billy
For all the progress Brohm
Hodge at (270) 395-1930.
has made since the injury, all the
weights he lifted and all the film
MI Alumni games for the girls' and boys' soccer programs at Murray
the Mallary France
he watched, he knew it wouldn't High School will be held on Thursday, Aug. 10 at at 6 p.m.. followed
begins with the girls' contest
totally prepare him for what Soccer Complex. Action
by the boys' match.
happens when it starts to count.
"It's always different when
•The annual "Meet The Lakers" event for 2006 will be held on
at
you get out here on the field," Thursday. Aug. 17 at Jack Rose Stadium. The event, which will beginand
meal. Tickets are $4 each. Coaches
barbecue
a
feature
will
p.m.,
6
and
a
had
return,
might
definitely
"I
said.
captain
their
Brohm
Javy
BALTIMORE (AP) —
student-athletes will eat tree. The CCHS Touchdown Club wilt be selling
Lopez was traded from the were delighted to get Lopez as a little rust coming back where I
memberships, t-shirts and other Laker merchandise.
haven't been out there with the
Baltimore Orioles to Boston on replacement.
"He's an experienced catcher. whole team out there but I felt
•The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will hold regis-•
Friday, a deal that gives the forfirst
much
the
caught
for
for its fall season on Saturday in the Calloway County Public
it
hasn't
about
tration
he
good
know
I
pretty
to
chance
another
ar
All-St
mer
meeting room. Registration will be held from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.'
Library's
caught
has
he
but
season),
day."
(this
a
play and provides the Red Sox
prospective players should bring the last four digits of their
of
Parents
managAnd • as remarkable as child's social security number for registration purposes. Another regisreplacement for injured catcher for a long time," Boston
er Terry Francona said in Tampa Brohm's recovery has been. tration penod will be held on Thursday. Aug. 10 from 5 to 8 p.m. at the
Jason Varitek.
The Orioles sent Lopez and Bay, where the Red Sox played coach Bobby Petrino knows same location.
$1.3 million to the Red Sox fora the Devil Rays. "He's caught there's still a long way to go
some pretty good pitchers in the between now and the Cardinals'
player to be named.
season-opener against Kentucky
Varitek had arthroscopic sur- past."
The Red Sox lead the wild- on Sept. 3, both for Brohm and
gery on his left knee Thursday
and was expected to immediate- card race and are competing the rest of his teammates.
"He wasn't as accurate as he
ly begin rehabilitation. The Red with New York for the AL East
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — November on charges of connormally is and the receivers
Sox have not indicated when title.
The Orioles are out of con- dropped some balls on him." The chemist who created -the spiring with BALCO founder
the
tention, and didn't have much Petrino said. "The passing game clear." a previously undetectable Victor Conte to distribute
substance
tectable
once-unde
to
Friday
need for Lopez because Ramon wasn't as sharp as it needed to steroid, was sentenced
also
Hernandez is their starting be. Usually, it's not just one per- three months in prison and three tetrahydragestrinone.
.
powerful
a
clear,"
"the
as
known
for
nt
confineme
the
is
catcher and Jay Gibbons
son, it's the timing of everybody. months' home
helped athletes add
that
steroid
sports
g
burgeonin
a
in
role
his
bad
a
designated hitter.
make
here,
hall
Drop a
muscle mass and recover quick-.
throw there and it all com- drug scandal.
Patrick Arnold was the last of Igy from intense workouts.
pounds and builds up and makes
"The defendant bears a heavy
the head coach unhappy about the original five defendants confor his key role in effecburden
Area
nected to the Bay
It.
polluting professional
tively
a
perative,
Co-O
y
Laborator
will
Petnno knows cohesion
• Eli - SO
IN • 1N ilf •
drugs which were
with
sports
company
t
• M.
• MI INK • MI •
•
come with time. And while he nutritional supplemen
designed to cheat the system,"
a
as
exposed
authorities
federal
m,
enthusias
liked the Cardinals'
top prosecutors wrote to U.S.
he was a little worried they steroid distribution ring for
District Judge Susan Illston.
athletes.
fired
too
little
a
might have been
A new grand jury is investipleaded
Arnold
April,
In
up as they worked out in helmets
one gating whether San Francisco
to
court
federal
in
guilty
had
he
point
one
At
shorts.
and
11
•
Giants outfielder Barry Bonds .
to remind them not to get too count of conspiracy to distribute
lied about using "the clear" to
steroids.
physical.
Arnold was indicted in the grand jury that investigated.
View Our
the BALCO lab, based in
Burlingame. Calif., more than
Entire Inventory at
two years ago.
www•
The BALCO probe has net-.
Alitakt :PioilLutraw
ted guilty pleas from Conte.
hen nettmotorsinc
Bonds' trainer Greg Anderson,
.com
BALCO vice president James
Valente and track coach Remi
DON'T MISS A THING—
Korchemny.
The chemist was snared after
MI
EL
CHANN
NES
federal agents raided his
Champaign. Ill., lab last year.

SportsBriefs

Orioles trade Javy
Lopez to Red Sox

Inventor of the 'clear' steroid
gets three-month sentence
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Intel back on top

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Mayfield. Works in conof
ing
Contract
General
Brown
with
endent
superint
job
A BALANCING ACT: Dwayne Maddox,
structures would
mirrored
two
the
said
Maddox
crete at the site of two new, large brick columns at 16th and Main streets.
begin the brick
and
shortly
in
come
would
crew
another
said
display the name of "Murray State University" and "MSU." He
Morgan.
Nathan
and
Doran
Al
Tee
work. Helping Maddox on the job were

College students warned abou
dangers of social networking sites
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By JUSTIN POPE
AP Education Writer
Incoming college students
are hearing the usual warnings
this summer about the dangers
of everything from alcohol to
credit card debt. But many are
also getting lectured on a new
topic — the risks of Internet
postings, particularly on popular social networking sites such
as Facebook.
From large public schools
such as Western Kentucky to
smaller private ones like Birmingham-Southern and Smith,
colleges around the country
have revamped their orientation talks to students and parents to include online behavior. Others, Susquehanna University and Washington University in St. Louis among them,
have new role-playing skits on
the topic that students will
watch and then break into smaller groups to discuss.
Facebook, geared toward college students and boasting 7.5
million registered users, is a particular focus. But students are
also hearing stories about those
who came to regret postings
to other online venues, from
party photos on sites such as
Webshots.com to comments
about professors in blogs.
"The particular focus is the
public nature of this," said Tracy
Tyree, Susquehanna's dean of
student life. "That seems to be
what surprises students most.
They think of it as part of
their own little world, not a
bigger electronic world."
The attention colleges are
devoting to the topic is testimony both to the exploding popularity of online networking on
campus, and to the time . and
energy administrators have
spent dealing with the fallout
when students post things that
become more public than they
intended.
Northwestern temporarily
suspended its women's soccer
program last spring after hazing photos surfaced online,
while athletes at Elon University, Catholic University. Wake
Forest and the University of
Iowa were also disciplined or
investigated. At least one
school. Kent State in Ohio.
temporarily banned athletes
from posting profiles on Facebook, and now allows them to
do so only with restricted
access.
Non-athletes at numerous
schools from North Carolina
State to Northern Kentucky
have been busted for alcohol
violations based on digital photographs. Students at Penn State
were punished for rushing the
field at a football game. A
University of Oklahoma fresh-

"flus week begins a two-part column on Intel's new
processors. These articles come from CPU magazine colon'
rust Anand Lal Slumpi.
Arland Lal Shimpi has turned a fledgling personal page
on GeoCities.com into one of the world's
most visited and trusted PC hardware sites
Anand started his site in 1997 at just 14
years of age and has since been featured
in USA Today, CBS 48 Hours and Fortune. His site http://svww.anandtech.corn
receives more than 55 million page views
and is read by more than 2 million readers
per month.
"After years of waiting for a great
product to truly restore confidence in its
The PC
name, Intel finally unveiled the performDoctor
By Lee Hatcher
ance of its Core 2 line of processors on
Columnist
July 14th. In quite possibly the most
important and successful product launch of
the past 'decade, Intel truly cleaned up
shop with Core 2.
"At the very high end, Intel's Core 2 Extreme X6800
[processor] puts AMD's entire FX and X2 processor lines to
shame. • For the first time since Intel and AMD started this
fad of $1,000 "extreme" processors, Intel finally has a part
that isn't a total .waste of money. While I'd still recommend
picking the next lowest speed grade and cutting the price
of the CPU almost in half, you do get a factory unlocked
processor and a higher stock clock speed with the Core 2
Extreme. And unlike previous Intel Extreme Edition CPUs
that were marketed as the "world's fastest," this one actually is.
"But the truly impressive part of Intel's Core 2 lineup
isn't at the very high end, but rather the 2.4GHz E6600.
The E6600 is faster than AMD's flagship Athlon 64 FX-62,
and at just $316 costs less than one third as much. At
2.4GHz, chances are you'll have no problems overclocking
the CPU to close to the 2.930Hz of the more expensive
X6800 by increasing FSB frequency alone.
"By maintaining a fairly short 14-stage pipeline (compared to the 31-plus stages of Intel's Pentium D), Intel was
able to significantly reduce power consumption and increase
performance per clock at the expense of being able to
reach high clock speeds.. However, when you look at how
far you can overclock the new Core 2 processors, we're not
that far off of Pentium D speeds. (3.4GHz is readily attainable assuming you've got good air cooling, and I've seen
clock speeds of around 4GHz with some really good
heatsinks.) It's not that the 65nm Core 2 processors don't
follow the laws of microprocessor physics: it's that the
65nm Pentium D processors were running into thermal limitations before they could ever reach their true peak clock
speeds. It's the thermal Vail 'that'the Pentium D and its
NetBurst architecture hit that originally forced Intel down
the path of its Core architecture."
Next week we will complete this discussion on the new

an intern, and recruiters are
increasingly trolling the Internet to scope out prospective
hires.
"They may be looking at
these sites wondering if there's
a personality fit with their company culture," said Tim Luzader, director of Purdue's center
for career opportunities. A
recent survey there found that
a third of employers recruiting there ran job applicants'
names through search engines,
and 12 percent said they looked
at social networking sites.
News reports of online stalkers warn there are potential
personal safety issues, too. Tara
Redmon, who oversees the on
entation program and transition program at Western Kentucky, said one inspiration for
adding the topic this year was
talking to a student who had
put her dorm address and room
number on a posted profile,
never considering the risk.
College administrators say
they can't — and wouldn't
want to — keep students off
sites such as Facebook. Many
welcome the kind of community-building the sites facilitate.

AP
video
made
locally
a
watched
students
of
Virginia
University
warning against the dangers of publishing personal information on the Internet during an orientation presentation.
The real concern, they are
man's joke in Facebook about
to persuade students, is
trying
Bush
President
assassinating
prompted a visit from the Secret (he unintended off-campus audience.
Service.
Unlike MySpace — a social
"I think they don't realize
that many inzoming freshsite
much
so
-have"
that others
access, said Aaron Laushway, man are already familiar with
associate dean of students at — Facebook users generally
the University of Virginia, need a ".edu" e-mail address
which first incorporated the and can view complete protopic into orientation a year files only of users at their colleges unless identified as a
ago.
Many colleges tell students "friend" by the profile's owner.
they won't actively patrol online So most students feel confiprofiles to look for evidence dent they are addressing an audithey
of wrongdoing — but they are ence of peers. Maybe
obliged to respond to complaints shouldn't be so sure.
Police are increasingly mon(at Susquehanna, Tyree says,
it's not
rival fraternities like to rat each itoring the sites. And
other out by pointing out pho- hard for prospective employe-mail
tos involving alcohol to admin- ers to get a ".edu"
or
alumnus
an
from
address
istrators).
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Intel processors.
Please send your questions or comments about the column to the_pcdoctor@charternet. And remember: A data
backup a day helps keep the PC Doctor away.
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DEVsource

call us today

270-753-8708
1210 Johnson Ellycl. • Murray. Ky 42071

tat o
'It's only a short drive...
but you're welcome to stay.
Join usfor ChefPaul Ent's culinary delights.
With one-of-a-kind eclectic southern cuisine
you're sure to expand your culinary pleasure.
And after one ofthis award-winning chef's
fabulous meals enjoy a relaxing stroll along
the river bank or cou upfor the night in one
of our beautiful country inn rooms.
.
1

Full Service Restaurant
Open 5-9 p.m.
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
Sunday Brunch Buffet }
190 Crow Lane - Dover, TN

Just 15 minutes from Paris Landing
(931) 232-9492 • 877-660-5939
www.riverfrontplantation.com
email: info@riverfrontplantation.com
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BUSINESS
Iniusiness

DevSource LLC named by
Microsoft Corp. as
small business specialist
has
Microsoft
Corp.
announced DevSource LLC as
a Small Business Specialist. To
attain this new designation,
DtvSource has demonstrated
expertise in planning and building solutions for small businesses. As part of the Small
Business Specialist Community, DevSource will receive a rich
set of benefits from Microsoft,
including access to training
specifically designed for the
small-business industry, smallbusiness marketing materials for
reuse, special partner offers,
and the ability to use the Small
Business Specialist logo in marketing materials, which can
help give the company a competitive advantage in the marketplace.
"DevSource is extremely
pleased with our status as what
we believe to be the first Small
Business Specialist in Western
Kentucky," said Mike Hopkins,

OPEN HOUSE
Friday & Sunday
Fri., Aug. 4
4:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Sun., Aug. 6
2:00 -4:00 p.m.
,
-

..

s_ø
.04:210..
147 Country Club Lane
Immaculate"! Joins Gott Coursel
'
. • ,

1716 Main Street
Price adjusted Walk to university
Rebecca says "See you there "
293-3155

OPEN HOUSE
Friday Only
Fri., Aug. 4
4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Chief Operating Officer of DevSource. "For our small business clients, this special designation adds another facet to
our company and, extends the
value we bring to our client
relationships."
The Small Business Specialist Community, available as a
competency-like designation as
part of the Microsoft (r) Partner Program, was developed
in response to input from customers and partners that
expressed a need to build easier connections that enable
small-business customers to
quickly and easily identify technology partners best suited to
support them.
"Small businesses are looking for partner companies that
understand their unique busiGreg
said
needs,"
ness
McReynolds, director of sales
and marketing at DevSource.
"With resources like the Small
Business Specialist Community and the partner locator tool
on the Microsoft Small Business Center Web site, it will
be much easier for Western Kentucky's small businesses to identify local partners that are best
able to address their specific
needs. We are confident this
offering will help DevSource
reach its full potential by creating more visibility opportunity and demand in the local
small-business segment."
Founded in 2001, DevSource
is a leading business technology solutions provider offering custom software development, networking and telecommunications services, disaster
recovery services and web hosting for a wide range of industries from Fortune 100 companies to the Small Business
market. Their mission is to
help these businesses leverage
technology to enhance their
business processes. DevSource
is headquartered in Murray.
For more information, call
(270) 753-8708 or visit the
www.Devat
site
web
Source.com.

Photo provided

The 2006 Leadership Murray Class graduated at the annual dinner this week. Members of the class included: Scott Adams,
Lance Allison, Larry Anderson, Tab Brockman, Kimberly Casebeer, Don Fraher, Michelle Hansen, Kevin Hayes, Steve Hoskins,
Danny Hudspeth, Regina Hudspeth, Tawnya Hunter, Alan Lanier, Jeffrey Liles, John Paul Nix, Sam Perry, Anne Policastri, Phil
Quarles, David Ramey, Don Rogers, Trice Seargent, Mary Shipley, Judy Stahler and Carolyn Todd. The class is coordinated
by.Carmen Garland.

New chamber board announced
Did you know... New board
members for the Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce are Matt
Bartholomy, Adam
Carver, Joyce Gordon,
Mike Pitman and
Karen Welch? These
directors will serve
three year terms in
helping guide the •
organization and make
decisions with its
direction for the
future.

- LAI;
tagelf
Chamber
Chat

Coming Up
Around Town

By Lisa
Satterwhite
Murray/Calloway
County
Chamber of
commerce

— Make A Difference Day, Stewart Stadium, Today, 9 a.m. 1 p.m.
— Murray Main
Street Saturday Market, Iris and Flower
Show, Court Square,
Today, 7:30 a.m. - noon.
— Calloway County and Murray
Independent Schools, First Day of
School. Aug. 8.
— Steel Magnolias, Playhouse in the
Park. Aug. 10 - 13 & 17 - 20, call
759-2199 for tickets.
— Safety Training & Environmental
Protection OSHA Record Keeping Seminar, Best Western of Murray, Aug. 16,
8 a.m. - 4 p.m., $150/person. registra-

tion deadline Aug. 2, call 753-6529 for
more info.
— Hummingbird Festival, Woodlands
Nature Station, LBL, through Aug. 6.
— Murray City Wide Sidewalk Sale,
through Aug. 6.
— Back to School Bash Baseball
Tournament, MCC Parks, through Aug.
6.
— Douglas Homecoming, Aug. 10 12, call 759-4499 for more info.
— Pinstripe Suite by Murray writer
Constance Alexander, Studio Theater,
3rd Flr. Wilson Hall, MSU, Aug. 10 12, 7 p.m.
— Amputee Support Group Meeting,
Lourdes Marshall Nemer Pavilion, Doug
Borders Community Room, Aug. 17,
6:30 p.m.
— Four Rivers Fest Distiller's Dinner, Carson Four Rivers Art Center,
Aug. IS.
— ATV Training, Turkey Bay OHV
Area, LBL, August 19. 8 a.m.
— See Carl Edwards /099 NASCAR
Car/Hauler, Office Depot parking lot,
Aug. 19, noon - 4 p.m.
— Murray Aviation Weekend, Kyle
Oakley Field, Aug. 19 - 20, call 7592199 for more info.
— Disney presents Pizar's The
Incredibles in a Magic Kingdom Adventure, RSEC, Aug. 24 - 27, call 1-877894-4474 or 753-6466 for tickets.
— American Cancer Society 2006
Charity Golf Tournament, Murray Country Club, Aug. 25, lunch: 11:30 a.m.,

503 Tanglewood
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1345 Boatwright Trail
'Walk down to the lake'
Connie says 'See you there'
227-0794

Business
Scott Vaughn had always dreamed of owning his own
business. That dream became a reality on September 1,
2005, when he and his wife. Wanda, opened the doors to
America's Mattress.
They wanted to be in the business of helping people. "selling for the customer, not to the customer." After several
months of investigating, they decided to become an exclusive Serta mattress dealer, and Murray was the perfect
place. Now they are proudly helping people sleep better,
one customer at a time.
Stop by today. a great night's sleep is waiting for you,
because life's just too short to live with a dip.
Hours: Monday-Friday 10-6, & Saturday 10-5.

Scott & Wanda Vaughn & their
adorable family, Jordan, Whitney,& Karli. reside in Alm.
after moving from Marshall
County in December of 2005

(Behind Sirloin Stockade)

(270) 761-ZZZS (9997)

For more information on becoming a
member of the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce or hosting a
Chamber event contact Tab Brockman
or Lisa Satterwhite at 753-5171.

Cindy Carson Bergman has recently joined
Morgan Keegan & Co., Inc. as a registered
sales assistant in the firm's Murray office.
Bergman will be working with financial advisors Patricia Latimer and Darren Roberson.
Bergman joins Morgan Keegan from Hilliard
Lyons in Murray where she was a registered
sales assistant. She is a graduate of MurrayCalloway County Technical Center, where she
earned a degree in business administration. She
holds both a series 7 and a series 63 license.

Bergman

Look to us for quality Auto Insurance coverage, low
rates, attractive discounts, and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today.

McNutt Insurance
118 South 5th St.• Murray
753-4451
Westside • Court Square

Your best insurance
Is a good agent.
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"Because Life's Just Too Short To Live With A Dip!"

Kopperud Realty's

KOPPERUD
RE ALI t

Ofteic
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OMMERCIA I
CUNNECTION
Over Si,000 aqua!, tent of
very well-maintained warehouses in downtown Murray.
This multi-use property can
be used for any storage, industrial, or commercial purpose.
Located on a I 1/2 acre block,
with road access to all sides.
Warehouses are equipped
with dock loading access,
sprinkler, and heating systems In addition, there is
office space within proximity
of the buildings that could be
purchased at a later date.
Ls,•vio MISS 312511

KOPPERUD REALTY
- II \tilt, st

Welcome New Chamber Members
— Fidalgo Bay Coffee, coffee, pastries and drive-thru, Sara Fineman, 1201
Payne St., Murray, 761-4800.
- K-Squared Designs, graphic and
web design & hosting, printing. Justin
& Austin Kimbro, 608 B Main St., Ste.
6B,-Murray. 227-9713.

AUTOany better than we can!
BEL-AIR
SHOPPING CENTER

Loretta Jobs Realtors
301 N. 12th St.
Murray. KY 42071
Phone 753-1492

201 Poplar Street

— DevSource, Aug. 10, 10 a.m.
(new services).
— New Life Christian Bookstore,
Aug. 10, 4:30 - 6:30 p.m. (Anniversary
Business After Hours).

-Nobody caH protect your

Gauge
-r1I.

O

Upcoming Ribbon
CuttingsMusiness After Hours

Morgan Keegan hires Bergman

Spotlight IP
-What a pleasant-teeling homer
Brenda says 'See you there.'
293-1308

shotgun start: 12:30 p.m.
— MSU Career Services, Part Time
Job Fair, 3rd Floor, Curtis Center, Aug.
31, 1 - 4 p.m.
— Weerun's Children's Consignment,
RSEC, drop off - Sept. 8 - 9, visit
www.kyweeruns.com or call 1-877-7535551 to sign up.
— Knights of Columbus Bingo, 332
Squire Rd., every Tuesday night, 6:30
p.m.
— Glory Bound Christian Gospel,
Family Fellowship Center in Stella,
every Friday night, 7 p.m.

753-122:

Dan McNutt,AM

Sunday, August 6 • 2-4 p.m.

7433 U.S. Hwy.641 North
Nestled in the trees! 3 bt, 25 baths, dining room plus family mom on
24 acres. Beautiful porches and oversized detached garage. Directions:
Go 641 n. to Stewart Cemetery sign on nght. Turn left into driveway
directly across from the sip. There is a white mailbox post at the
entrance.(5-10 minutes from Wal-Mart.)$225,000 inls #33199

I \lain St.

733-1222

Greg MeNutt, CLTC

Mike Young, ARM
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Hot temps force anglers out early
Has it ever been this hot
pefore?
I know the heat really knows
you out whenever you go outside after being in an air-conditioned building.
Getting out on the lake at
first light really is nice. If you
can fish the shady banks, you
will have about three hours of
shade. However, you won't find
the stripers
in the shade.
They prefer
to work the
flats, drops,
ledges and
creek channels — just
wherever the
baitfish will
travel.
Fishing
Most of
the time, a
Line
current will
By Jerry
dictate
Maupin
whenever
Outdoors
the shad will
Columnist
move. All
you have to
do now is to locate which
bank, point, creek, ledge or
dropoff these stripers will be
hunting on.
I still don't think we have
enough shad baitfish to provide the good surface feeding
we are accustomed to. I think
the lake being drawn down by
two feet is far too premature.
The young shad had barely become large enough to be
out on the main lake when the
elevation was reduced by two
feet. This pulled the limited,
late-hatch shad baldish out of
the bays and down through the
dam. Now, anglers have to hunt
hard again for an area that
could possibly have some shad.
It seems as if there is always
something going wrong!
Last weekend, I had the
pleasure-of fishing with August
and Nancy Henning. We experienced some of the frustration

Amanda (left) and Jennifer Tribble pose with their mother, Pat, and the
caught while on a recent outing with Ledger & Times columnist Jerry Maupin.
of not finding the shad baitfish. Each time we did locate
a small school, we could catch
white and yellow stripers chasing them. We did also catch a
decent 3-pound largemouth.
August and Nancy both
caught on to the best technique for locating and catching stripers, and they had a
load of fun! We all had a lot
of fun! The Hennings are super
nice people.
We all had some strikes
where the fish escaped our capture. But usually when the
white bass fishing is good, you
don't mind some of them getting away. We had to travel
some miles in order to locate
the bait and the stripers, but
it was a good sight-seeing tour
for them.
As most of you know, the
osprey and the eagles have
completed raising their young

hatchlings. Now, we are seeing loads of them soaring high
in the blue skies over the Twin
Lakes area. It's a beautiful
sight to see!
I am reminded of a onelegged eagle that used to inhabit the Pine Bluff area. We have
come a long way in helping
these birds establish their
species here again.
Their numbers grow each
year. We are so proud to see
the American symbol sitting
proudly on a high cliff or a
tree limb.
We still have an occasional mayfly hatch. This brings several species of fish to the surface. The bluegill and the longeared sunfish are there first,
but the largemouth and smallmouth bass join in on the feast
for the second time shortly
after daylight.

These bass are on the prowl
at night during the hot sum- Ledger & Times columnist and fishing guide Jerry Maupin
mer months. They eat the shows off the 5-pound rockfish striper he reeled in folmayflies, which were helpless lowing a recent outing on Kentucky Lake.
on the surface, before they can ous of any other type of pred- the creekbeds they knew before
fly to the shores.
ator in their dining room. I the lake was built. Most of
Since the lake was drawn haven't seen anyone attempt- these guys catch some big catdown, the edge of the water ing to take the deep-water crap- fish that you and I would never
isn't as close to the trees as pie lately, but it is possible to see. We just don't look for the
it was, so now the fish will get some of the large adults cats.
be farther out. Don't get con- in this 84 to 87-degree water.
I noticed the drum and the
fused and position your boat
One would have to go about buffalo are on the surface again
too close to the shore. If you
25 feet, unless there was a at daylight.
do, you will scare the bass
spring nearby.
There must be some gillaway!
nets
out there, so be aware
The
catfish
are
abundant
and
They still like to have that
five or six feet of water over on the prowl as the waters that elevation is not at sumthem, even when they are feed- flow north. One should be able mer pool stagc. Some of these
ing on the surface. Naturally, to cast cut bait, worms, night- places you have been running
a top-water popper or a chug- crawlers or leeches from a boat are dangerously shallow.
There are still stumps out
ger lure will attract a bass. or from the shores. The early
Sometimes, however, a tube, morning hours and in the late there, as we.1l as some big
a crawfish or a short worm with- evening are excellent times to rocks that could have been cornerstones for a man's properout a lead head of any kind catch catfish.
will draw a faster strike.
Some of our local anglers ty.
Happy Fishing!
These bass seem to be jeal- fish the old river channel and

Hot weather aside, hot fall seasons to begin
As the afternoon temperatures tempt
the 100-degree mark, it's difficult for
civilians to understand the urgency
displayed by the Commonwealth's
army of hunters.
After all, isn't
fall hunting usually associated with
crisp, cool nights
and somewhat more
bearable days?
There is no mystery to the avid of
the outdoors, however. They know
In The
that in two weeks
the fall squirrel seaField
son will begin, folBy Kenny
lowed all too closeDarnell
ly by dove season,
Outdoors
then by the early
deer opener for the
Columnist
stick and string
boys. That means a lot of work has
to be accomplished in a short time,
hot weather or not.
It is fall food plot time, too. Now
is the time to prepare plots that will
be planted to wheat, oats or other

deer-preferable mixtures. A good start
on the food plots would be an application of Roundup (or the equivalent) to knock out weeds and fescue
before tilling the soil.
Everyone has an opinion on what
to plant in food plots and the options
are varied and numerous. If you have
been planting something in your plot,
be it wheat or rutabagas, and it
appears to be working — by all
means continue.
If you are looking for something
expensive and exotic, plant anything
with a picture of deer on the bag.
But if you just want to do something simple and effective, consider
wheat and/or oats.
Deer will munch on the green
shoots all winter, then turkey and
other birds will feed on the grain in
the spring.
Not much beats a good green plot,
especially if it has a good stand of
clover.
Deer seem to prefer the white
Ladino clover over others. Clover can
be planted in the early fall along
with wheat, oats or other plants, or

it can be broadcasted over the top
of the plot in February or March.
This is also a good time to plant
buckwheat — a plant that is loved
by all from deer to waterfowl.
Waterfowl plots can be seeded with
Japanese millet if the seeding is completed soon. Sow the millet on the
exposed banks of ponds or mudflats
and if there is any moisture in the
ground at all, it will come up. Japanese millet can also withstand light
flooding after it begins to grow. It
takes the millet approximately 60 days
to produce a mature seed head.
For good dove fields, start cutting
a few rows of sunflower along this
month so there will be plenty of seed
available for the birds to eat. Of
course, this assumes that the sunflowers are mature. Remember that
doves like to feed on bare ground
so an application of Roundup may
be necessary.
If you don't have a dove field in
place, there is little that can be done
legally at this point. Fields may be
disked and sown to wheat to attract
birds, as long as the amount of wheat

applied is no greater that what would
be typically used in a farming operation — usually from two to three
bushels per acre. Some dove hunters
will plant a field in strips so that
fresh seed is available to the birds
on a weekly basis.
Squirrel hunters need not brave
the heat for their pursuits. An earlymorning stroll through a wooded area
before the day becomes oppressive
is all it will take to locate scads of
feeding squirrels.
There should be early hickories
maturing any time now, and the squirrels will seek out those trees that are
ready. Soon, hunters should be able
to find piles of shavings where the
squirrels are feasting on green hickory nuts.
Field corn is drying very fast
thanks to an efficient season with ample
rain. Hunters would do well to check
out wooded areas that border cornfields for signs of squirrel activity.
Squirrels love corn and will drag the
ears back into to woods to feed. Look
for corn shucks hanging from limbs
just inside the timber.

Many of us will stay inside, however, until the weather cools a bit.
It's not that we are overly concerned
about the heat, but many of us are
overly concerned about ol' "no-shoulders."
Duck blinds and pits require lots
of work every year before the seasons get cranked up. But as anyone
who has found an unwanted visitor
in his duck blind will attest, there
will be plenty of quality days to work
after the retiles have retired for the
winter.
Heat or no he, the seasons are
so close you can almost smell the
gunpowder. Hunters everywhere are
growing restless and are clamoring
about for something outdoorsy to do,
whether necessary or not.
Two weekends remain to trim the
hedges, paint the house, seal the
driveway and otherwise gain a foothold
on the list of domestic chores.
Now that seasons are nearly yeararound, anything left undone by the
middle of August just might have to
wait until June 2007.

It's time bowhunters did their archery homework
By STEVE VANTREESE
For The Associated Press
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)— The
bowman draws the string silently. anchoring the nock of the
arrow at the corner of his
mouth and releasing a halfbreath as the sight pin settles
just aft of the crease along the
deer's shoulder.
As the wiggles subside, a
bead of sweat trickling south
from his forehead, he releases. The bow limbs reflex with
the blur of the string's recovery and the arrow is gone. In
a splinter of a second the
streaking shaft finds its mark
27 yards away, plunging into
IP

the vitals of the foam white- sharp, but preseason practice
is essential to hone for a moment
tail.
Kentucky's long archery deer of truth or two that may come
hunting season begins early, weeks or months later.
Shooting a bow in repetithe first Saturday in September nowadays. That's Sept. 2 tion is the best way to learn
this year. Soon. Many serious to shoot a bow. Along with
bowhunters have been at their physically building the musarchery homework for some cles necessary to shoot with
time, and others are joining ease, practice in launching,carethe campaign just about now fully aimed arrows develops
"muscle memory" that is neeto be ready.
Scouting and the actual hunt- -essary to shoot with consising may come later, but mid- tency.
Developing good form and
summer can be a vital preparatory period for the bowhunter's shooting in that position repeatequipment and shooting form. edly to the point that it becomes
A bow and arrow hunter should automatic are the keys to accushoot during the season to keep rate arrow placement. The kind
1111
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KEEP COOL WITH A
GE HI-EFFICIENCY
ROOM AIR CONDITIONER!

DOW? LOSE YOUR coOLI
WE RUM AIR CONDITIONERS!
Also Alternator & Starter Repairs, Brakes,
Tires & General Maintenance
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HOLLAND TIRE
96 last Alain Street •Illerray • 753-5606
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of shooting practice one takes
can reflect in success or the
lack of it in real hunting circumstances.
Because even the fastest
arrows are ploddingly slow
compared to speeding bullets,
bowhunting is a short-range
game, mostly under 30 yards.
The relatively looping trajectory of the arrow makes the
judging of distances critical. A
well-aimed 25-yard shot taken
at an actual 30 yards could
hit low or miss a deer altogether.
Bowhunting practice, therefore, should involve shooting
at varied distances, even one

HOME-AUTO

6.000 to 24.000 BTU
ro

us

• All New Models Equipped
with the Energy Saver

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
"We Servfce AA Brands'

1111W

arrow per spot to best test range- (Here's a hint: Bend at the
estimating skills. Different waist as much as necessary to
angles, too, are helpful to devel- get onto targets at a sharply
op readiness for real life vari- downward angle, keeping your
ables. Shooting on 3-D target arms-to-body positioning the
ranges — at lifelike animal same.)
targets - set at unknown disA large factor in tree stand
tances — is as good a train- shooting practice is that bugaing method as it is entertain- boo of range estimation again.
ment for the archer.
Distances can be deceiving
The bowhunter who does when judged from 18 feet skyhis whitetail business from a ward, one reason why when
tree stand should spend as much tree stand bowhunters miss deer,
time as possible in practice. they tend to shoot high. •
shooting from the same sort
Along with developing accuof elevations at which he hunts. racy, preseason practice lets a
The tree stand hunter must hunter test and fine tune his
learn to apply his shooting combination of shooting gear
form to downward angles. to real hunting standards.

212 East Main St. • 753-1586

INSURANCE
House and Manufactured Home Insurance
Available Anywhere In City or County
(
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INVITATION TO LEASE SPA 7E

Hip Wanted

Shannon Wallace
1975 - 1997

ATTN: Chris Brumett, Office of
Facilities Management, 300 North
Main St., Versailles, KY 40356. Zia
responses will not be accepted)
All responses received will be publicly
opened and read at the above-designated
time.
Any property selected for lease must
meet OSHA specifications, as well as
ADA guidelines and all applicable building codes as enforced by the Department
of Housings, Buildings and Construction,
Division of Building Codes Enforcement.
Arrangements will be made to view all
properties meeting the general specifications of this lease project. A representative from the Office of Facilities
Managernent will contact you so that an
appointment can be made to inspect the
proposed facility. For any additional
information, please contact Chris
Brumett, phone: 859/256-3224.
The Kentucky Community and
Technical College System reserves the
right to reject any and all bids.

Henry County Medical Center, Paris,
will receive bids at Meeting Room 2 in
the Education Department — Terrace
Level at 301 Tyson Avenue, Paris, TN
38242 for the Henry Co. Medical

Center 2 West CCU Renovations &
RF Renovations. Bids are due by 2:00
p.m. CST on Tuesday, August 22, 2006.
There will be a pre-bid contractor's
meeting on Thursday, August 10, 2006
at 10:00 a.m. CDT in Meeting Room #2
in the Education Department — Terrace
Level. Attendance is mandatory for
General Work, Drywall, Sprinkler, &
M,P, & E.
Bid Documents will be available Friday,
August 4, 2006 and may be obtained
from Flintco Inc. (Construction
Manager — Attn: Steve Kassner) by
calling 901.372.9600.

MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIAN

Johnson Controls, Inc. offers opportunities for
advancement. Excellent benefits package (medical,
dental, vision). Team Atmosphere, 100% Tuition
Assistance, Credit Union, Automotive Vehicle
Employee Discount Programs,401K, Paid Holidays,
& Sick leave.
Applications will be accepted at
Murray Career Services
210 Ordway Hall • Murray, Kentucky.
Or online: http://www.hopkinsville.des.ky.gov

gat

Laki

SKILLED MECHANIC.
Would consider entry
level, tools required.
ASE certified a plus but
not required; must be
willing to take ASE
tests. Send resume to:
1040-C,
P.O. Box
Murray, KY 42071.

We will be accepting applications at the
Career Discover Center on Monday,
8/07/2006, from 8 am to 4:30 pm for production/manufacturing and data entry positions.
1st, 2nd, and 3rd shifts. To be considered for
employment, please bring two forms of identification: one that will establish your identity and one that establishes your right to work
in this country.

EOE • M/F/D/V

ASE Certified technician needed for automotive repair shop.
Experience required.
based
Commission
pay. Apply in person at
Harlan Automotive, 408
N. 4th St. 767-0101

Full time (2PM-10PM) and part time PRN
positions available. Prefer experienced
CNA, but will train. If you enjoy working
with the elderly, we have a pleasant atmosphere and caring, friendly staff. Apply in
person at Fern Terrace Lodge. EOE
,

Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1 916

"COME JOIN A WINNING TEAM"
SUCCESSFUL MULTI-UNIT KFC FRANCHISE SEEKING ALL
1POSMONS.
Let us combine over 40 years of proven restaurant success with
your experience to make a new addition to our restaurant family.

Medical & Dental Plan

Paid Vacation
Must Pass Background Check

401K

Drug Free Work Environment

Promotion from Within

Please apply in person:
KFC
205 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR FUTURE...
LEARN A SKILL!

A Pr.

p.
INV

COOL down with chicken and crab salads at
Sandra D's 94E
293-3816
NOW forming Monday
night 8 Bali league at
Billiards
Breaktime
759-9303
THE Fish Truck! Mors
8110. Cadiz Southern
States_ - 9:15-9:45,
Southern
Murray
States 10:30-11:15.
1-800-336-2077
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Lost ad Rani
FOUND young female
dog, black & brown
474-8037
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we ell have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here et the
Ledger I Times.

Call 753-1916
female
LOST.
Mountain Feist. White
with black spot on
body Black, tan, white
face. Expecting puppies soon Tan collar
293-2833

APPLY NOW...
Classes start September 5, 2006
Immediate Openings in:
Computer Operations
General Metals
Machine Tool Technology

Early Childhood Education
Industrial Maintenance
Robotics/Residential Wiring

Surgical Technology

Financial Aid is Available. NO Out of State Tuition.
Contact us at:
TN Technology Center at Paris
312 S. Wilson Street
Paris, Tenn 38242
731-644-7365
www.paris.tec.tn.us

Tt‘vEsut
TteffN01.4ki)
CENTFJI
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6:00Pk4
A child needs you!
Become a foster par
ord. up to $38/day.
WKUMFS
270-443-9004

ATTENTION

In order to better serve our customers, starting
August 1 we have changed the deadlines for our
classified ads.
Following are the new deadlines for word ads &
display ads.

TO PUBLISH z DEADLINEFriday at 11 a.m.*
Monday
Shoppers Guide Friday at 11 a.m.*
Monday at 1 p.m.
Tuesday
Monday at 5 p.m.*
Wednesday
Wednesday at 1 p.m.
Thursday
Friday
Thursday at 11 a.m.
Thursday at 1 p.m
Saturday

The yard sale deadlines have also changed.
Below are the new deadlines.
TO PUBLISH; DEADLINE;
Friday at 10 a.m.*
Monday
Shoppers Guide Friday at 10 a.m.*
Monday at 12 p.m.
Tuesday
Monday at 4 p.m.*
Wednesday
Wednesday at 12 p.m.
Thursday.
Thursday at 10 a.m.
Friday
Thursday at 12 p.m
Saturday
These deadlines have remained the same

We'll never say goodbye...
I cannot see you with my eyes
Or hear you with my ears.
But thoughts of you
are with me still,
And often dry my tears.
I think of happy times we shared
And then I softly sigh.
But this I know we'll meet again
And never,say "GOODBYE"...

Henry County Medical Center is an
Equal Opportunity Employer, and solicits and encourages the participation of
MBE / WBE / SBE / DBA and HubZone
Enterprises.

270-753-3151

I'! \

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ItsId

For the information
leading to the arrest
& conviction of the
person(s) responsible
for the burglary of a
Kirksey. KY home &
stole 125 new quilts
Please contact the
Calkmay Co.
Sheriffs Office with
any information

I

Inc

T

Human Resources Manager

We have restaurants in the following states:
Alabama,'yississippi, Tennessee, & Kentucky

$1,000
REWARD

I

WWI Pint Day - 20 wards at less
AdditionalOscine*.
•
t
wordper day.
Additional
adie?.e,
into Shopping Lamle)
35 extra for
111100 mare •

JOHNSON CONTROLS,INC.

All bidders must be licensed contractors
as required by Title 62, Chapter 6 of the
TCA and must comply with Title 62,
Chapter 6 of the TCA in submitting their
bids.

Nodes

Hele Waled

Johnson Controls, Inc., Cadiz, Kentucky will be
accepting applications for Maintenance Electricians.
Applicants must have a working knowledge of manufacturing machinery, electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic systems including robotics welding and PLC
logic controllers.

The Kentucky Community and
Technical College System desires to lease
approximately 300 square feet of office
space to be located in Calloway County,
Murray, KY.
Responses may be made by any person
in writing on or before 2:00 P.M. EST
August 11. Please designate the type and
location of the property; the name,
address, and phone number of the property owner; and the date of availability,
and forward same, along with a scaled or
dimensioned floor plan showing the interior layout of the existing building to
include walls, doors, windows, and
columns to: KCTCS, RE: PR-0060,

020

•I /•-•

$1.25 Column Inch, rou'l Diacount 2nd Run
40'1. Croacoont IId Ran.
(All 3 A,Ls MusieRun Within 6 Day Penult
Golds)
,
$335 • - column inch extra for Moeda

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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"It's what we do!"

liele Warded
ESi
$11.25 to start.
Need 6 people to start
Tuesday. Must be hardworking. well dressed
and like helping people. Hours are 2PM to
10PM. Calls taken
Monday 10AM to 2PM
on this day only.
Interview Monday &
Tuesday.
270-753-6009
Please call these times
only. Paying attention
to detail a must for this
job.
BABYSITTER needed
for infant in my home.
3-5 days every other
occassional
week,
evenings. References
experience
and
required. 753-8165,
leave message.
Britthaven of Benton is
currently accepting
applications for a parttime housekeeper.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE No Phone
Calls Please,
CAREER Opportunity
Fortune 500 Company,
Senior Division, has
sales rep/mgt trainee
available.
positions
Flexible work schedule.
Comp. Pkgs; Local
Position, EOE. For
interview, call Stacy
Myers 270-832-0373
CHILD care center is
now accepting applications for child care
providers to guide children birth through 12
years. Apply at 109
South 15th Street.
Murray.
customer
Full-time
support representative
Customer
needed.
support representative
telephone
provides
support and training for
PowerClasm adjusting
software. At least one
year college required
Computer skills a must.
Competitive pay and
Email
benefits.
to
resumes
candice0Arerclaim c
om or mail to Hawkins
Research, 406 N 4th
St, Murray, KY 42071

If you have any questions or comments, call
Jill or Julie at (270)753-1916
MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
060

060

060
HdpItitanisd
COORDINATOR,
AIMS PROGRAM,
TRIO/Upward Bound Math and Science,
Murray State
University. Position to
begin September
2006. QUALIFICATIONS: Bachelor's
degree in Math,
Science, Computer
Science. Health
Sciences, Agriculture.
Engineenng or related
field required. Master's
Degree in Counseling,
Education, Human
Services,
Communications or
related field preferred.
Must have two years
experience working
with low income, first
generation students in
your degree field.
Expenence working
with secondary students, parents, and
high school personnel
needed. Must have
knowledge of college
admissions, academic
requirements. the
financial aid process,
and web page design.
Excellent oral and wntten communications
skills and time management skills
required. RESPONSIBIUT1ES: Plans workshops and activities for
participants dunng the
academic year.
Coordinates class and
evening activities during the summer program component.
Conducts bi-monthly
school visits and college preparation workshops. Administers
mentoring program,
publishes monthly
newsletter, and maintains web page.
Evening and weekend
work required during
the six-week residential summer program,
and occasionally
throughout the year
Salary commensurate
with experience and
education APPLICATION DEADLINE:
„August 18, 2006. TO
APPLY: Send letter of
application, resume.
and names of three
professional references to: Doris Clark Parham, Director of
AIMS Program, Murray
State University, 303
Ordway Hat, Murray,
KY 42071. AIMS is a
program of the U.S
Department of
Education. Equal
Education &
Employment
Opportunity, M/F/D. AA

empioyor.
FIFIEE PALLETS
Loodng Doe* of Murray
Ledger I Times

Help Winkel

Aga
'DELIVERY DRIVER
and TMIKSETTER
Calloway Co. Propane
Gas in Murray has an
opening for a local
propane delivery bobtruck driver and tank
installer. Must have a
CDL-HazMat w/Tanker.
Excellent pay, great
benefits. Please call
753-7485 or toll free
for Warren at
1-800-874-4447 ext. 142
or email him at:
iwanwyck@upgas.com
EXPERIENCED
fundraiser sought to
manage, implement,
track and report on
American Heart Walk
events and activities
throughout multi-county territory in Western
KY. Ability to coordinate volunteers,
engage CEO'S, solicit
corporate gifts, recruit
and motivate company
leaders, manage volunteer boards/committees and
coordinate/manage
multiple detailed projects. BS Degree and
two years special
event fund-raising
experience preferred.
Excellent communication, organization and
analysis skills and ability to travel frequently.
Please submit resume
to the jobs@heart.org
and reference job
number CRM-0. Great
benefits! Take your
career to heart.
EOE/ADA
LOCAL irrigation firm
installers.
needs
Transportation a must.
References. Call
270-435-4776 between
10AM & 5PM

lisle Shabd
LOOKING for a
Productive Company?
Look No Further!
Delta Express
Cape Girardeau, MO
• We Gel You
GREAT MILES
• Sign-on & Referral
Bonuses
•99% No-Touch
Freight
Excellent Home Time!
800-325-6040
ext. 19 or 32
www.deltaexp.com
REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring or mail
resume to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641 N., Murray, KY
42071.

Now hiring full time
service manager.
Must work weekends & have open
availability. Resume
required. No phone
calls, please.

Servall Termite Co.
accepting applications for TERMITE
No experience
necessary Will train
Apply in person. Women
encouraged to apply

FM=
Termite & Pest Control Co.
1604 121N, Murray

270-753-6433
1-800-264-1433

TERRIFIC
Opportunities In the
Supported Living
Field.
Flexible schedules.
benefits available, paid
vacation, full and part
time positions available, all shifts, $649
per hour with opportunity for advancement
based on performance.
RANDY Thornton Co., experience and educain
established
Inc,
tion. Call 270-5271937. seeking Service 9837 (main office in
Technicians, Minimum Benton) or 270-2933 years experience in 7835 (Murray/Mayfield
commercial &
operations)
residential HVAC. Tools
required Excellent
salary, benefits, and
retirement package
Send resume to 802
Chestnut St, Murray, HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
KY 42071

LOCAL motorsports
company seeking
experienced service
manager. Please submit resumes to 1915
St. Rte 94 East.
Murray. KY 42071 or
call Wade at
270-753-8078.

CLASSIFIEDS

MI • Saturday, August 5, 2006

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
Open Mon-Fri, 9-5: Sat. 9-2
641N. 2 miles on right
We buy and sell good used furniture

753-8501

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs'
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

24.0 cubic chest freez
er, $150. Call 293
2442, 293-3816
• Honest •Cispolits
.111th relootoos&
CALL LINDA H.
270-75
MANOA
Panda's
Funcare has openings
in her home. Looking
for children of any age.
Great al home setting.
One. of the cheapest
home daycares. Call
753-7031 or 293-5212.
,SHINING
Stars
Dayeare. Night time
tare.
MondaySaturday,
4:00PM12:00AM. Enrollment
begins August 1st.
(270)759-0010.

Large Selection
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m..
6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

WASHER & dryer $100
each. Stove $150.
fndge $200. Very nice.
731-571-8304
WASHER & dryer,
excellent
condition,
$150 each or $275
both. 436-2025
160
Home FornIthings

753.3853

4BR 28A, all appli
ances, central H/A. Ask
NICE matching brown about move-in free
Couch,
Chair
& days. Coleman RE
COMPUTER
probOttoman, $125.00
753-9898
lems?
Need
web
759-1021
GARLAND
Rentals
pages? Call 873-4346
presently has 1&2BR
in Murray.
apartments available. 1
MDM COMPUTERS
year lease. 1 month
A+ Certified Technician
deposit. No pets. Call
Service/ repairs.
5030 AC tractor diese
753-2905
759.3556
with 5ft finish mower,
LIVE Oak Apts.
5ft
brush
cutter,
5ft
140
Newly Remodeled
blade unit has 338
Wantle Do
1BR $290.00
hours 1-731-232-6164
2BR $340.00
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
3BR $425.00
753-3633
$100 deposit special
BUYING junk cars,
for qualified applicants.
trucks, tractors and COMPLETELY set up
Office hours 8-2
metal boats. 436-5235
1/2 acre, $10,500. 753Mon-Fri
Call today for appointBUYING U.S. Sliver 6012
ment
coins. 753-1378,
753-8221
293-6999
NEAR university. Like
CASH paid filit
16X80 mobile home. new large 2BR C/H/A.
good, used guns.
03 3 bedroom plus Low utilities. Quiet,
Benson Sporting
extras, 3162 Dunbar family oriented. What
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Rd., New Concord, KY. you've been looking
Murray.
for. $420. deposit.
436-5952
GOOD used refrigera- 1987 Franklin 14x70. 2 (270)978-0913
NOW LEASING
tors, electric ranges, bedrooms 2 baths, fully
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
asking
gas heaters, air condi- furnished,
We accept Section
tioners,
baseboard $12,000. Must be
8 vouchers.
heaters. Used carpet- moved. 753-8906
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
ing. 753-4109
1990 Fleetwood 14x80,
902 Northwood Dr
JUNK cars & trucks. 3BR, 2BA, covered
Monday,
deck included. Must be
Call Larry 753-3633.
Wednesday, Friday.
moved. $8,500. 489Phone 759-4984.
150
2964 or 293-1340
Equal Housing
Articles
Opportunity
For Sale
2004 Clayton 16x80.
TDD *1-800-648-6056
Vinyl
siding,
shingle
2 ivory size 4 new wed
RED OAKS APTS.
roof, 3BR 2BA, still like
ding dresses. Both A
Special
new. 270-489-2525
line strapless, one with
$100 Deposit
removable straps. Call 2005 Champion 16x80,
1BR $325
3BR 2BA, vinyl siding,
for information
2BR $375
' shingled roof, 8ft. ceil270-293-4857
Call Today!
ings, all appliances,
ALVAREZ
753-8668.
wood
deck,
factory
acoustic/electric, 3-- warranty,
$36,900.
band EO w/case
270-978-2128 leave
$350.00 227-5466 or
message.
435-4353
28R, IBA, 5 min. north
CINDERELLA
prom 2BR mobile home and
of Murray. No pets.
dresses. 1 size 4 yel- lot. $13,500. 753-6012
low, 1 size 8 blue. $150 4 BEDROOM,2 BATH $475/mo. 759-4826
& land only $35,999111 2BR, stove, refrigeraeach. 270-492-8614
tor, w/d hookup, central
Call now!!!
FREE
H/A, $550 mo. 1 mo.
DISH Network 4-room 731-584-9429
deposit,
12 mo. lease.
SHARP
3BR,
2BA
SetSatellite , system.
America's Top 60 chan- up, elec., AC & skirted, No pets. 753-2259,
527-8174
nels
for
only payments as low as
28R, BS Rentals.
$19.99/mo. Get your $250111 w.a.c.
759-4696
731-584-9430
choice
of
HBO.
Cinemax, Starz, or SUMMER SIZZLER 3 BR, W&D hook-up,
Showtime FREE for 3 SPECIAL -- 38R, 2BA garage, no pets,
months. FREE DVR or only $17,99511 1
references required
HD upgrade, Beasley 731-584-9109
767-9037
Antenna & Satellite. DOUBLEWIDE mobile 3bedroom foreclosure
759-0901
home
3BR
2BA. Buy for $5,025 For list$7.000 0130. 226-9469 ing 800-749-8124 Ext
S021
Ill -C4L
t 41.Ti
NICE brick house.
2BR, 1BA. 5 blocks
from university. New
We're having a
2,822 sq.ft. office o
w/d.
going out of busiretail. 1306 N. 12th. appliances.
$550/mo. plus utilities
753-2905 or 293-1480
ness sale & selling
and deposit. No pets.
all types of office
(270)753-2558.
furniture: filing
cabinets, desks,
1 & 2 bdr income
chairs, a credenza
based apts. No pets
& much more!
A&F Warehousing
Leave a message
Near MSU $20-50
753-4444 270-753-1970
753-7668
1 OR 2br apts near
HD Televisions
downtown
Murray
J&I,RENTALS
Come by Olympic starting at $200/mo
MINI-STORAGE
Plaza. Murray to see 753-4109
Now renting
our large selection of
1 2, 3 apts. 753-1252
Located at 720 S. 4th St.
Televisions,
HD
or 753-0606
.
Plasma. LCD. OLP. &
270-436-5496
1,2 & 38R apts. availCRTs
Brands by
270-293-6906
can
able
Please
Toshiba. Sony, LG,
Zenith, & JVC. We also 753-8221
MURRAY Store and
have a large selection •IBR 1 bath washer & Lock presently has
of entertainment cen- dryer, $335
units available.
.2BR, 1 Bath apt, kt. 753-2905 or 753-7536
ters & TV carts
appliances.
759-0901
w/d.
$435
Beasley TV
753-7559
PREMIER
fiOT tub/spa Never
I BR. all appliances.
MINISTORAGE
5HP.
20
lets.
digused.
Oaks Apts., starting at
enside climate control
Retail
ital,
light.
$275 Coleman RE
storage
$4,300,
sacrifice
759-4118
*Security alarmed
$1,695. Can deliver
•Safe & clean
cell 2 bedroom, all appli931-538-9898,
ances.
Cambridge
.We sell boxes,
931-278-0303
area. 293-6968
•We rent U-Hauls
751-9600
OFFICE desk. washer 2BR brick, shade.
& dryer, misc. items. patio, lots of privacy
753-4109
No pets $345/mo
753-6931. 293-6070
buildings
STEEL
Factory participation 2BR duplex, 1302 707 South 12th Street
30x40, Valleywood Dr. $400 South Center. 1,200
discounts
month 293-7738.
sq.ft. 710 sq.ft.
150000
293-1446
753-1252, 753-0006
270-978-0413

Illalcits For Ss
WEST Calloway
County Development
Lots for sale in Landon
Hills Subdivision Of will
build to suit 210-3781
559-2032

REDUCED! 3 bed
room, 2 bath, 10.5
acres. 1 mile SW
school, heated shop,
horse barn, equipment
shed. $199,999
753-9212, 753-3992
Amps
4 Acres, Beautiful
wooded building site off
of hwy 783. 293-0541
Coles
8
acresCampground area, city
water (approx. 9 lots)
210-3781
460
Homes For Sake

i
Coil F
liniirkal
i Prop. For Rad
COMMERCIAL or retai
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
C/G/H,
restrooms,
plenty of parking,
excellent location near
judicial building. 404 N
4th St. complex.
759-3772.
StiOP or storage Wilding. 40'x40', insulated,
gas heat, $300 per
month. Located at 406
Sunbury Circle, Call
270-436-2935

AKC
Reg.
Mini
Schnauzer puppies
Mother and father on
premises.
Ready
August 15th. 492-8519
DOG Obedience.
Master Trainer.
436-2858.
FOR sale: Siamese kittens, slw, $100- $250.
731-885-7405

REGISTERED Quarte
Horse gelding, 7 years
old, 14.3 hands high,
gentle. $875 OBO.
731-232-6165
'fad Salo

YARD SALE
583 Hicks Cemetery
Rd. 121S. to Hicks
Cemetery Rd. turn
left, last house
on left.
Satuday
August 5TH
8AM-?
Recliner, tables, lamps,
bedroom group and
lots more

Reel Estate
All Real Estate adver
tised in the newspape
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of, the law.
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis."
Haley Professional
Appraising
-for what Ws worth"
(270)759-4218
LOT for sale: 155x170
approx., in the city.
King Drive $20,000.
Lot for sale: 100x175
approx in the county
w/
city
utilities.
Trail.
Starview
$19.500.
House for sale. Turkey
Lane 2-3 acres mll, 1-2
1 BA.
bedroom.
$65,000. 293-0139 or
753-1500 after 5
Slop sour
Sa•e
•ou r bow and/of
trudit toria•. Local
firreclomirv vwert•
i. I 4:z7k
1,111 10 11 ,
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer
$125,000 See listing
.027720 at
ivwwallthelistines.corn
270-753-4109.
270-227-1545

Murray Ledger & Times

1001 Payne Street
4BR, 2BA, hardwood
and tile. 1,800 sq. ft.
$142,500
753-4076
3 bedroom 2 bath,
totally remodeled, all
bnck, 206 Woodlawn
St. $108,000. Jerry or
Carol 767-9476 or
_
227-5759
3BR 28A w/2 car
attached garage. New
paint in most rooms.
New hardwood and
ceramic tile floors. Lot
is about 3/4 acre. Only
2 miles out of Murray.
767-0137
3BR
brick.
Loch
Lomond. Near university, large lot, dead end
street, upgraded flooring, immediate movein. $112,900.
753-0916, 293-6077
3BR, C/H/A, 10 minutes from town.
270-442-4348
4 BR, 3 BA, 2,900 sq.
ft, home 4 mi. north of
Murray in North Villa.
Huge closets, 2-car
attached garage, large
deck, above-ground
pool, large corner lot
Selling $10,000 below
appraisal at $196,000.
761-4558 or 293-6824.
BEAUTIFUL
4,200
sq.ft. new home built
on bluff over creek in
Kirksey. $148,000. Call
Don 767-0958,
5_19-8570
BUY a home, sell a
home, save money.
fsbowestky.com
FIXER UPPER
In Murray 4 bdmi, 1
bath, all brick. 101COBO. Needs new
Roof. 210-452-4795
FOR sale by owner: 3
bedroom brick ranch in
quiet, family neighborhood. Murray school
district. Move-in ready
with hardwood floors
throughout and new
carpet in family room.
Open floor plan w/
large eat-in kitchen.
$134,900. Shown by
appointment only. Call
293-1100
Foreclosure! 3 bed 2
bath, $10,000. For listings 800-749-8124 Ext.
S020
NORTH of Murray in
Candlelite
Estates.
4BR 3BA recently
remodeled,
walk-in
closets, new appliances, 3 car heated
attached garage, large
deck
pool, paved
driveway and attractive
landscaping. 759-9848
OLDER home on 1.6
acres 'Great fixer-uppper or rental properly.
Located south of Hazel
on Hwy 641. Call 4928514 or 731-247-5737
after 5PM if no answer,
leave message.
SECLUDED
country
charm home next to
Miller Golf Course,
12.25 acres,1 1/2 story,
3BR, 3-Bath, stone fireplace, garage, all appliances, 2,406 sq ft
$165,000. 436-2466

illitasSersa

'05 Kawasaki Vulcan
500, blue, 988 mi., ext.
2 yr. warranty, accessones, $3,850.
293-4329
2003 Kawasaki KX65.
Like new, 1 owner. For
sale or trade, $1,850.
270-293-3273,
270-759-1639
2001 Yamaha Blaster,
200cc, $1,500.
492-8514 or 293-3769

05 Kawasaki Vulcan
1500 Classic_ Fuel
injected, water cooled,
Cobra custom pipes.
3,000 miles, $9,500.
767-1684

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044

.(5113 • 9-1i-1141141

uarliwais
2004 GMC Envoy
Black, 1 year left or
warranty, 15,000 miles
excellent
condition
759-9982
afte
6:00PM.
2002 Dodge Grand
Caravan EX, white,
nice, 65,000 miles,
loaded,
1
owner,
$10,900. 227-1126
2002 Explorer XLT.
Green with sunroof,
74doix, $13,500
293-5916
1999 GMC,Jimmy SLT.
Loaded, black. For sale
or trade, $8,850.
270-293-3273,
270-759-1639
490
tioseCas
BUY police impounds.
Cars from $500. For
listing 800-749-8116
ext. N526
2002 Mercedes ML
320. One owner, coming off lease, navy blue
with gold pin stripe.
125K miles, loaded,
excellent condition, all
service records available. List $43K, asking
$19,500. Call
270-210-0031
'01 Toyota Camry. 1
owner, clean & well
maintained,
$8,500
0130. 489-2266 or
293-0028
2000 Maxima in excellent condition.
270-753-5731
1999 Camry LE, red,
36,000 miles, excellent
condition 753-3317
1997
Pontiac
Bonneville SE, Special
40 year edition, leather,
everything,
power
loaded, CD, excellent
condition,
125K,
$4,400. 767-0707 or
293-8787

2004 Dodge Dakota
SLT, club cab, 4x2, al
options, 4,800 miles
garage kept, 1-owner
759-4081

PONTOON,
Party
Kraft, 22ft, 70HP 4
stroke Evinrude, trailer,
cover, set up for fish or
fun. 59 hours on unit.
Will consider trade for
travel trailer.
1-731-232-6164
'95 jet ski, very good
condition, everything
works, all accessories
including tube, $2,500.
293-4303
1982 Baja ski boat.
Blue; V6 I/O with OMC
out drive. Fair condition
for age of boat. Some
new upholstery. Needs
motor mount/stringer
repairs. $1,000.
753-7107; 293-3493
Mood
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing Muk hing
Landscaping
Saloko non guaranieed
•Senicor(iti(en 0...c.t.nt•
Call 753-1816
227-0611
227-4994 Ace mowing
& other services.
293-4954 Affordable
carpentry, decks, roofs,
sagging floors. Call
Greg Collins
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
removal, trimming, etc
Also Tractor work,
teanng down buildings,
hauling, gutter cleaning

WEST Calloway
County Development
2 new homes (energy
efficient) 1,500 ft living.
3 bedroom. 2 baths,
436-5141 A-AFFORDpaved streets & conABLE Hauling. Clean
crete drives, 8 minutes Out garages, gutters,
from Murray, no city
iunk & tree work.
taxes. Landon Hills
492-8688
ROOF
Subdivision $105,000
REPAIRS. New
$115,000 w/garage.
210-3781 of 559-2032 Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters.
ATV's

f

A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves. Cali Brian at
270-705-4156
Joe's Mower Repair.
Free pickup/delivery.
436-2867

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home. Home repairs.
additions,
roofing,
decks, floor repair &
coverings, siding.
"FREE ESTIMATES"
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
jcrobertsonOwk.net
CATHY'S
Wallpapering, Painting,
and Cleaning.
270-978-0569
DIXON COMPUTER
CONNECTION
ii111111.11(
I

Preohlthis Solt d
• Or

•,5ii per hoer
270-227-1087
j,

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services
'We Specialize in
Cleaning.
'
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing
*Mobile Homes
*Brick
'All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning
Available
*We Use Hot Water
-Parking Lots &
Driveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for.
Call about our specials!
293-5438
ELECTRICIAN
New ConstiRemodel/
or trouble. LIC. and ins,
w/ 30 yrs. exp. Call
753-7091

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

G&T Homebuilder's
and Home Repairs

HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work.
Home: 731-247-5359
or Cell: 731-234-5933

WE SERVICE
Al Mop Appilaricti

1)111 ••11t111111-RS
How ( io.seo , iii is_

and Most Major Brands

•
!kit
\II•
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, 1.29 A-1143 A

WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(270) 753-1713
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noroscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Monday. Aug. 7, 2006:
You want to get the job done.
You have the ability to covet a
lot of ground quickly. You can
be overly serious but dedicated.
You might hit extremes emotionally, especially as you will
try to sit on your feelings, only
to have them explode from
under you. Perhaps discussing
emotional undercurrents before
they hit the extreme stage might
be wise. Avoid excess if possible. Clarify issues through discussion. Sometimes you will
make mountains out of molehills. If you are single, sometimes you push people away, as
you develop a mask or strong
defense. Still, 2007 holds a special relationship. If you are
attached, you find that your
bond will warm if you loosen
up. You are capable of creating
quite a chill if you withhold
your feelings. CAPRICORN
works well with you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
-For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•interior & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
753-8858.
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971'
'Carpets *Upholstery
'Emergency Water
Rerflioval 'Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Din?"
753-5827
MIRACLES. Detail
housecleaning construction clean up &
yard work. 26 years
experience.
References. If interested, please call
767-9428 or 227-4796
THE
Cleaning
Company.
Weekly
commercial
cleaning. Construction,
apartment,
moving
clean-ups. Insured &
Bonded w/ references.
Julie Painter. 705-5516
Tractor Work
Bush-Hogging,
Dirt work,
Driveways, etc.
Call 436-2594.
Reasonable prices
WEST Calloway
County Development
Dozer & l3ackhoe
work, large & small
jobs,(new septic systems
installed) 210-3781
559-2032

by Jacqueline Bigar
and perhaps difficult. If you lighten up some, you might find making your point a lot easier.
Tonight: Easy does it.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
*** Your playfulness makes a
difference. Take your time with a
matter that seems difficult. This
issue revolves around a risk,
loved one and/or potential creative enterprise. Confusion surrounds a key matter. Tonight: Be
more playful.
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
**** You are coming from an
anchored position. Listen to
what is going on around you.
Focus on what you want and
what is important to you
Priorities remain critical and take
you in a new direction. Tonight
Anchor in at home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You might want to go
ahead; still, check in with the
many people around you. You
take charge and handle a situation with a great deal of decorum, Confusion surrounds communication
and
feelings.
Tonight: Hang out with a friend.
SAGITTARMS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Your finances take a
higher priority than usual. You
could be limiting yourself by not
seeing the big picture. If you
loosen up, you will understand
others better. Take time to listen
to a different point of view.
Tonight: Your treat.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You are on top of the
world and ready to make a
change. A partner has mixed
feelings that come from his or
her unwillingness to have a conversation. Don't try to make a
dent in this brick wall. Tonight:
Do your thing.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Step back instead of trying
to work with a difficult person
and a close-to-impossible situation -- which is how you see it
now. In the next few days, you'll
discover
that
a
different
approach will work Give yourself the space to understand
Tonight: Get some extra R and
R.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Knowing what you
want might be one issue; getting
there will take energy and
insight. The good news is, you
have what It takes to get to
where you would like to be. Aim
for more of what you want.
Tonight: Follow your friends.

ARIES(March 21-Apr11 19)
**** You might be weighed
down by what is going on. But
still, you are on top of your game
and need to help others work
within a certain framework. You
might not be comfortable with
what comes down your path.
Tonight: In the limelight and
enjoying it.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Read between the
lines with communication. A matter involving family and/or property might weigh you down. As
you explore your options, you
might be surprised at what
becomes possible. Tonight: Put
the pieces of a life puzzle together.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Work with one person
directly. Whether your tone or
your attitude is heavy, others
respond to your stem demeanor.
Confusion could break loose,
causing you to question your
financial involvements. Tonight:
Work with a partner.
CANCER (Jun* 21-July 22)
***** Let others put in their
two cents, but realize that financial decisions are yours and
yours alone. Act accordingly,
and you'll get good results. BORN TOOAY
Relax and allow events to unfurl. Actress Charlize Theron (1975),
Claiming your power doesn't dancer, courtesan, double agent
mean you are controlling. Mats Hari (1876), actor David
Duchovny (1960)
Tonight: Sort through possible
plans
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might want to be Internet at http://www.Hicqueclear about where you are com- Ilnebiger.com.
ing from professionally. Observe (c) 2008 by King Features
a tendency to be overly serious Syndicate Inc.
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Murray Ledger & Times

LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Ky.
Gov. Paul Patton discussing some
key local issues with Murray
Mayor Bill Cherry at an ice cream
social held at the Murray State
University Curris Center.
Bro. Joe Pat Winchester is
speaker at the revival meeting
now in progress at Scotts Grove
Baptist Church.

20 years ago
Ten young people and six
adults from First Baptist Church,
Murray, are on the Northern
Cheyenne Indian Reservation in
southwestern Montana conducting a Bible School for the Indian children and assisting in construction work there.
Births reported include a boy
to Phil and Marsha Routon, July
30.

30 years ago
Barry Lee Jones, 21, died from
injuries sustained when the tractor he was operating went out
of control on a curve and overturned, according to Kentucky
State Trooper Charles Stephenson. The accident occurred on
Aug. 4 at 6:15 p.m. on Collins
Road, 33 miles south of Murray.

actors backstage. Mrs. Arlo
Sprunger is leader and Mrs. Preston Harris is assistant leader
for the Girl Scouts.
60 years ago

Prentice Lassiter, superintendent of Calloway County Schools,
said the high schools at Almo,
Kirksey, Lynn Grove, Hazel and
New Concord and the elementary school at Faxon will open
Aug. 19. Eight new school buses
have been purchased for the opening of the schools.
Max Hurt, executive secretary of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce, has been appointed
national treasurer of the Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Society.
"Charlotte Owen, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Own of
Murray, was crowned as "Queen
of Kentucky Lake" in a-pageant held recently.
Marriages announced include
Roberta Crouse to Willie Ovid
Suiter, July 20.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde George,
July 12; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Veron Huff, July 16; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Henderson,

July 24; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James Puckett, a boy to Mr. and
Published is a picture of Mac Mrs. James Sykes and a girl to
Adams, James Gantt and Kim Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hendon,
Smith, all from Murray, in a- - July 27; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
cross examination debate at the Paul Jones and a girl to Mr.
Speech Festival at the end of and Mrs. James Hooper. July
29; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lavthe Summer Speech Institute.
Births reported include a boy erne Wallis and a boy to Mr.
to Mr. and Mrs. Eura W. Flood, and Mrs. Robert Clarke, July
30.
July 26.
Published is a picture of Gar50 years ago
Published is a picture of the nett Jones, Ed Diuguid and Paul
13 local Girl Scouts who attend- Gholson with a string of 40
ed the Kentucky drama. -Wilder- bass that weighed 48 pounds
ness Road," in Berea July 31. while fishing out of Kentucky
They also were able to visit the Lake.

40 years ago

the Statue of Liberty's pedestal
was laid on Bedloe's Island in
New York Harbor.
In 1906, 100 years ago, ,novie
director John Huston was born in
Nevada, Mo.
In 1924, the comic strip "Little Orphan Annie," by Harold
Gray, made its debut.
In 1953, Operation "Big
Switch" was under way as prisoners taken during the Korean
conflict were exchanged at Panmunjom.

DEAR ABBY: Last spring,
my neighbor was getting way
too friendly with my husband.
'They worked together. She
helped him get the job and acted
as his supervisor.
She started calling our house
three or four times a day to
talk about
subjects
unrelated to
work. They
worked
nights, but I
discovered
they talked
for
hours
during the
Dear Abby day while I
was at work,
also
By Abigail
learned
they
Van Buren
went to the
movies together occasionally.
I suspect that far more than
that went on.
Of course, I went into a
rage. Things got messy, and I
moved out of our house for
a few weeks. We have somewhat repaited the marriage,
but I will never love or trust
my husband the way I did
before. 'I have not talked to
the neighbor since this incident, but my husband revealed
that when she heard I moved
out, she ended the socializing.
(Hi still has the job.)
During the holidays, this
neighbor's children delivered
a meat and vegetable casserole to our house, apparently
as a gesture of friendship.
What should I do? Send
her the dish back? -- JILL IN

In 1962, actress Marilyn Monroe, 36, was found dead in her
Los Angeles home; her death was
ruled a probable suicide from an
overdose of sleeping pills.
In 1963, the United States,
Britain and the Soviet Union signed
a treaty in Moscow banning nuclear
tests in the atmosphere, in space
and underwater.
In 1981, the federal government began firing air traffic controllers who had gone out on
strike.
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Different causes
of dementia

Wife wonders what to dish
out to neighborhood delilah

Todaylidlistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday. Aug. 5, the
217th day of 2006. There are 148
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 5, 1864, during the
Civil War, Union Adm. David G.
Farragut is said to have ordered,
'it amn the torpedoes, full speed
ahead!" as he led his fleet to victory in the Battle of Mobile Bay,
Ala.
On this date:
In 1884, the cornerstone for

Saturday, Magma 5, 211116•58

YOU aoNT KNOW 'NE HALF
OF IT...IT'S HIS TURN TO WIN

150Y, YOU KIDS
ARE REALLY s
ORGANIZED
,'NESE DAYS

AtATCH

war'

FLORIDA
DEAR JILL: It seems only
logical. She returned your husband. You should return her
dish.
•••

DEAR ABBY: My wife just
had a D and C because the
baby was dead. There was no
heartbeat. My problem is my
wife doesn't want to talk about
I love my wife more than
any woman I have ever known.
It hurts me more than words
can express that she keeps this
to herself. I love her and want
to hold. her, but she is pulling
away. It's as if she feels this
is my fault. I would like for
us to cry together over the
loss of our baby. How do I
get through to her that this is
what we need to do? -SAD HUSBAND IN OHIO
DEAR SAD HUSBAND:
Please accept my deepest sympathy for the loss of your
baby. Everyone deals with loss
differently. Your need to talk
and cry may not be what your
wife is ready to do at this
time.
It would be helpful for you
to contact your clergyperson
and inquire about grief support groups and a grief therapist for yourself and your wife.
Please clip this letter, show it
to he:., and ask her to go with
you. If it hasn't already been
done,consider holding a memorial service for the baby.
An organization that can
help is The Compassionate
Friends. Members are parents
who have experienced the loss
of a child. To learn more about
them, visit www.compassionatefriends.org or call toll-free
(877) 969-0010.
DEAR ABBY: I'm concerned about the number of
people who say their pets drink
from the toilets.
I've had dogs and cats over
the years, and have never
allowed them to drink from
the toilet. I always have fresh
water for them in a bowl in
the kitchen, a bowl on the
patio And another in the yard.
Animals simply must have fresh
water.
The reason I'm alarmed is
today I purchased a toilet bowl
cleaner in tablet form to put
into the toilet tank. The instructions warn that these tablets
are extremely poisonous and
may cause fatalities if ingested. So what about all these
thirsty animals that are desperately getting their water
from toilets?
Please print this, Abby. It
might save some pets' lives. - PET LOVER IN CHULA
VISTA, CALIF
DEAR PET LOVER:
Thank you for your warning.
Readers, if you have pets who
roam around your house,
always keep the lid of your
toilets down!

DEAR DR. GOTT: How
many forms of dementia are
there? I read in the paper that
a former U.S. senator has vascular dementia. Please explain
what vascular dementia is.
What are the symptoms? What
is the prognosis?
DEAR
READER:
Dementia is
a medical
diagnosis
to
used
describe
patients who
Dr. Gott have severe
malfunctions in cogBy
Dr. Peter Gott nitive thinking, judgment and memory. There are
many causes, ranging from thyroid disorders and vitamin deficiencies to Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease and
vascular dementia, a serious
brain disorder associated with
repeated showers of blood clots
to the brain ("mini-strokes")
that eventually lead to shrinkage of brain substance.
Early dementia causes forgetfulness, diminished brain
function (for example, inability to remember names or to
balance one's checkbook) and
confusion. -As the disease progresses — and it will — the
nerve malfunction worsens,
leading ultimately to advanced
mental deterioration.
Although there is no standard, effective therapy for vascular dementia, blood anticoagulants such as Coumadin and
Plavix) often help to retard
the disease process; however,
the damaged tissue is destroyed
permanently. The advantage of
testing demented patients is

the hope that they may be suffering from another, curable
case, sot from vascular
desteatia.
lb give you related tammillion, I am sending you a

copy of my Health Report
"Alzheimer's Disease."
DEAR DR. GOTT: Greetings from Montana. I see you
are again being assailed for
not being able to explain your
soap-under-the-sheets trick to
stop leg cramps. I may be
able to help you. Some 60
years ago. I was a sailor in
the Navy. The common practice then, as I assume it is
now, was to. keep the crew
busy, always, with anything to
do. These assignments were
called "work parties" and were
usually based on something
very redundant rather than particularly critical — swabbing
the deck or chipping paint. If
the next day's work were to
be especially hard and distasteful, a small group of sailors
would draw straws to see who
would employ a trick that could
create a fever high enough for
the sickbay medic to recommend that the sailor spend the
day in his bed. What they
would do to raise their temperatures was sleep with a bar
of soap in their armpits. I'm
thinking there could be a connection to your soap issue.
DEAR READER: Interesting scenario. Still. I am completely in the dark to explain
soap's beneficial effect on nocturnal leg cramps. I continue
to receive mail from scientists, professors and other bright
readers who offer theories as
to why soap works in this
manner. No definitive answers
yet.

ContractBridge
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.

NORTH
+5
•.1 94
•7 6 5 3 2
•AQ 102

WEST
•K 9 8 7 4 3
Q62
•KQJ
404

EAST
illQJ106
11K 8 7 5 3
•10 8
+97

SOUTH
•A 2
V A 10
•A 9 4
411( J 8 6 5 3
The bidding:
North East
West
South
2+
2*
1+
1*
Pass
4+
Pass
3 NT
5+
Opening lead — king of diamonds.
In notrninp contracts, declarer
frequently refuses to win the first
trick even though he has the ace. This
refusal to win the trick, called a holdup play, usually occurs when
declarer is under attack in a suit
where tie is relatively weak. The purpose of the hold-up is to interfere
with enemy communications.
The hold-up occurs much less frequently in suit play, but it can be just
as effective as the hold-up in
notrump play. here is a case in point.

South reaches five clubs as
shown, and West leads the king of
diamonds. If South takes the king
with the ace, he ultimately goes
down one. Whenever he returns a
diamond, West wins with the jack
and shifts to a low heart. Fast's king
forces the ace, and declarer winds up
losing two diamonds and a heart.
But if South ducks the diamond
king at trick one, he makes the contract regardless of what West does
next!
Suppose West continues with a
diamond. Declarer takes his ace,
draws trumps and plays a third diamond. Dummy's remaining diamonds thus become established and
easily take care of South's heart
loser.
Now let's suppose West shifts to a
low heart at tnck two. Declarer wins
East's king with the ace, draws
trumps and returns the ten of hearts.
This establishes dummy's jack of
hearts as a trick, and South avoids a
second diamond loser by discarding
the diamond nine on the heart jack.
There is no risk attached to ducking the diamond king. Even if West
has the K-Q-1-10 of diamonds, it
makes no difference whether or not
East ruffs a diamond continuation at
trick two. Either way, South cannot
be stopped from establishing
dummy's fifth diamond as a trick.
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Bad actor
Make angry
Raucous laughs
Birthday count
Rubaiyat author
R
BIerk gan
Rending
15 Ship deserter
16 Artistic work
17 Polite chap
18 Wished and
hoped
20 Former process
21 None
22 Capital of
Portugal
26 Father of sci-fi
29 Back-fence
yowler
30 - hod it!
31 Love voice
32 Dumpecter

36 Spreadsheet
.
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37 Wak nonchalantly
39 Jacuzzi feature
40 Sound of
hesitation
41 Report-card
readers
45 Dupe
48 After-bath wear
49 Bleater
50 Smack a
moecpllo
51 Napoleon's
island
52 Estuary
53 Bed-andbreakfasts
54 Bust is tamper
55 Slugger Mel -
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1 Like a rock
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3 Give out
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Ripken on kids, sports: If it's fun, success will follow
By JOSH L. DICKEY
AP Sports Wnter
NEW YORK (AP) - They
are spraying instruction and
encouragement across the diamond, arms folded and faces
stern, reacting to pitches with a
fist pump and a sharp "Yesss!"
— or a frustrated stomp of the
foot.
They are

sports parents, peacefully taking in an early summer youth
baseball game in Brooklyn's
Prospect Park, and they are
behaving themselves.
Or so it would seem.
But the ideal sports parent
doesn't just keep in check all
desires to berate the umpire,
strangle the coach and belittle
the rival plaYers. If the

absence of violence and derision is the new standard for civilized soccer moms and football
dads, Hall of Fame shortstop
Cal Ripken Jr. has some sobering news:
That's not good enough.
The real measure of our success, Ripken says, comes when
the kids are doing what they're
supposed to — smiling, laughing and having a blast.
In "Parenting
Young Athletes
the Ripken
Way:
Ensuring
• the Best
Experience for
Your Kids
in any Sport"
(Gotham),
the former
Baltimore
Orioles
great argues
for a youth
sports experience driven
not by trophies, scholarships and
glory, but by
building
relationships, gro‘4ing as a
person and,
most of all,
enjoying it.
"Nothing
will turn
your child
away faster
from athletics
than if you order,
or demand, that he
keep practicing,"
Jane Bell•AP Ripken Writes.
"In fact, the truth
is, when I was a kid playing sports, my own parents did-

AP

Cal Ripken Jr. works with Sean McCarthy, of Pittsburgh, during Ripken baseball camp in
Aberdeen, Md. In "Parenting Young Athletes the Ripken Way: Ensuring the Best Experience
for Your Kids in any Sport" (Gotham), the former Baltimore Orioles great argues for a youth
sports experience driven not by trophies, scholarships and glory, but by building relationships,
growing as a person and, most of all, enjoying it.
Philadelphia and the author of
n't push activities onto me or
an era when greed and selfish"101 Ways to Be a Terrific_
my siblings at all."
ness were taking over profesHaving fun breeds passion,
Sports Parent," said Ripken is
sional sports.
passion leads to dedication, and
right on target.
Since he retired in 1991,
with that follows success. If it's
baseball's "Iron Man" has been
When kids enjoy a sport, he
meant to be, recruiting letters
raising — and coaching — his
said, "the more likely they are
— and,just maybe, fame —
son and daughter in the tradito keep playing and get the life
will take care of themselves.
tion of his father, a minor and
skills that sports have to offer:
Coming from anyone else, it
major. league baseball skipper
how to set goals, how to be part
might seem simplistic, even
who managed his son's team
of a team, learning to persevere,
preachy. Not from Ripken, who
briefly in the late 1980s.
celebrate victory, and graciousdeveloped his skills playing
In fact, much of Ripken's
ly handle defeat."
sandlot ball and went on to
obviously sane advice runs conIt's especially important for
become a beacon of sportsmantrary to every modern parent's
parents to keep expectations
ship, loyalty and excellence in
instinct to cheer wildly, coach
reasonable when kids are 5 and
from the bleachers and hustle
6, and first signing up for
the kids into the backyard for
sports.
•
drills.
"At these very tender ages.
For example:
most children have only the
— It's OK to root, Ripken
vaguest notion of the sport
says, but sideline silence is
they're going to play," Ripken
golden. Experiments with strict
says. "They just know that (a)
,"quiet" rules revealed that the
they're going to be playing with
players were more apt to listen
their friends,(b) they'll be
to their coach and communicate wearing a shiny new uniform,
with each other on the field.
and (c) mom and dad will be
— Postgame performance
watching on the sidelines."
critiques are almost never posiParents can have a big
tive. Especially with the
impact without even being
youngest children, who don't
aware of it. When your child
absorb your coaching tips when
makes a great play — or a misthey're piling into the van.
take — the first place they look
When there's something that
is into the stands.
needs to be addressed, offer it
"He sees you lower your
later, in a "praise sandwich" —
head, wave your arms in disconstructive criticism wedged
gust, or kick the dirt, and he
between two bits of meaningful
instinctively recognizes that he
kudos.
has let you down," Ripken
Arguing that parents shouldwrites.
n't push their kids into practice,
Fish, a father of three, says
Ripken cites the example of the
he tries to be aware of his feellate Earl Woods, who, accordings at tense moments, and how
ing to myth, mercilessly pushed he might be communicating
his son. Truth is, the father
them without knowing it.
asked Tiger every day if he
'If I'm pacing the sidelines, I
wanted to hit golf balls.
could've said all the right things
When the boy said no, his
before the game, but the kid
father simply put the clubs
still sees me and thinks,'Uh oh,
away while his son tottered off
Dad's nervous.' So instead, I
to play with his friends.
give a thumbs-up, you're with
Dr. Joel Fish, director of the
him, you've got her back, win,
Center for Sport Psychology in
lose or draw."

The Kentucky State Fair Presents:

1

Rick Springfield with
special guest Firefall
Thursday, August 17

Ying Yang Twins
Friday, August 18

Smash Mouth with
special guest Fastball
aturda
ust 9
I

W. tuft with

special guest Brandon Heath

An Evening With
The Oak Ridge Boys

Monday, August 21,

Sunday, August 20

Dwight Yoakam with
special guest Exile

Murray'sSourceFor The Most
llp-To-Date HomeFashions
Drapery • Specialty Rods • Custom Bedding
Upholstery • Design ServicelAvaingi
• New Fall Fabric Books mil

Tuesday, August 22

Boondocks and Raindrops,
featuring Thomas
and Billy Joe Royal with
special guest Gary Puckett
Wednesday, August 23

Lorrie Morgan
with special guest
Mark Chesnutt
Thursday, August 24
Pride Litt CJsars

Comfort and style complement one another perfectly in Pride's
Gentle Line Lift Chairs. With an array of plush fabrics to fit any

Blake Shelton
with special guest
Josh Turner

decor and a supenor design that provides exceptional strength,
Gentle Line chairs deliver style and durability that will last for
years to come. Plus, Pnde's Gentle Line offers numerous standard features, superb comfort, and quiet and smooth performance, all at a great value.

Saturday, August 26

An Evening With Puddle of Mudd
with special guest HourCast
Friday, August 25

All these concerts are FREE with paid admission to the
Kentucky State Fair!
All free concerts are held in Cardinal Stadium and begin
at 8 p.m. Sponsored by Fifth Third Bank.

www.kystatefair.org
huh third Rank

fortuckai
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FAIR

August 17-22. 2006

The Ultimate In Comfort & Style!

STONE'S DRUGS
& HOMECARE MEDICAL
SUPPLY
414 SOUTH NINTH ST.• MAYFIELD •247-3232
247-4169• 1-000-745-0732• FAX (270)247-42118
wine,cornered
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